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Legislative countdown
by Hildegard Warner

Only two weeks remain in the 66th session of the Texas legislature and the usual rush has begun to clear out the backlog of bills
. from Senate and House committees. Many worthwhile bills will die peacefully in the committees due to lack of support of an al-
ready overcrowded calendar.

Unfortunately, several bills which would severely limit women's freedom to control their own reproductive processes will not
die in committees as women's leaders hoped they would. In fact, several of these bills are well on their way to being passed
because the overwhelming majority of letters received by legislators are from pro-life forces. While pro-life groups represent a
minority viewpoint of the population as a whole, they are getting their message to the people in Austin who are going to vote
according to the wishes of the constituency they hear from.'

There is still time for pro-choice-forces to turn the situation around, however. Several Senators have already changed their
vote because letters favoring pro-choice began outnumbering the pro-life mail.

Below is the status of legisl~tion on women's issues introduced during this legislative session. The next two weeks are crucial.
The lives of millions of Texas women will be affected by what transpires in the legislature during that time. To make your voice
heard, write or telephone the committee members, the senator and representative .'from your legislative district, the It. governor
and Gov. Clements. T6 write to Harris County Senators: TheHonorable (senator's name), P.O. Box 12068, Capitol Station,
Austin, Tx. 78711. To write representatives: The Honorable (representative's name), P.O. Box 2910, Capitol Station, Austin,
Tx. 78769. Or call Western Union, 224-1705, and send a Public Opinion Message to these individuals. For $2, you can send a
15~word message and have the cost billed to your home phone number.

Abortion S.B. 922--Raul Longoria

This' bill is called an "informed consent" measure. It would prohibit second
--~-~'--.-!----"'-4---""-----I1-k--..+_-i~o..-..J1~'L1ACl~-h~rcu:~.~d]J_1:e__....is.__nerforrnedzin.cazhosnital. ""'~:,--,'.:",!",11"-- --"':~!!!:~:!!:::::~ ~~ __ ~i. _

H.B. 125-Gene Green, Houston
S.B. 117--Walter Mengden.iHouston

This bill would amend the Family Code by giving a living fetus, surviving an
abortion, the same rights, powers, and privileges as "other" citizens. It also
would terminate the parent-child relationship and make the fetus a ward of the
State Department of Human Resources.

The Senate version was passed out of Jurisprudence Committee to the full
floor by a 7-0 vote. The bill is ready' for debate, and may have already been
voted on by press deadline.

The House version is still in the House Judicial Affairs Committee. Contact
. these members: Chair, Ronald Bird; Vice Chair, Anita Hill; Dave Allred, Gonzalo
Barrientos, Jerry Donallson, Frank Gaston, Sam Hudson, Mary Polk, Ben Reyes,
John Whitmire. '

This bill is also scheduled for public hearing by the Jurisprudence Committee,
Tuesday, May 15. This bill would require parental notification of an abortion
or approval of the district court if the parent is not available. If the court felt
the minor understood the consequences to herself and the unborn child, the
abortion may be allowed.

H.B. 632--Hugo Berlanga, Corpus Christi

This would remove the restriction of minors consenting to contraceptives and
other family planning services, but excludes abortion. The bill is now in the
Jurisprudence Committee.

H.B. 1153--Gene Green, Houston

H.B. toss-em Ceverha, Dallas
S.B. 842--John Traeger, Sequin

This bill would give persons access to their medical records, including parents
access to minor children's records without restriction. A public hearing was
conducted March 21 and the bill could be passed out of committee at any time.
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abortion, the same rights, powers, and privileges as "other" citizens. It also
would terminate the parent-child relationship and make the fetus a ward of the
State Department of Human Resources.

The Senate version was passed out of Jurisprudence Committee to the full
floor by a 7-0 vote. The bill is ready' for debate, and may have already been
voted on by press deadline.

The House version is still in the House Judicial Affairs Committee. Contact
these members: Chair, Ronald Bird; Vice Chair, Anita Hill; Dave Allred, Gonzalo
Barrientos, Jerry Donallson, Frank Gaston, Sam Hudson, Mary Polk, Ben Reyes,
John Whitmire. . '

H.B. 1063--Bill Ceverha, Dallas
S.B. !142--John Traeger, Sequin

This' bill is called an "informed consent" measure. It would prohibit second
trimester abortions unless the procedure is performed in a hospital. The bill
instructs' the state to print and requires physicians to' distribute materials to
women seeking abortions informing them of the "physical characteristics of the
unborn child," that the fetus has sensitivity, pain, brain and heart function, and
must be buried with human dignity. If a woman is married, tlte physician must
certify in writing that the husband has been given the same material at least
24 hours prior to the abortion.

This bill has passed out of a subcommittee of the House Health Services
Committee, but has not yet been passed out of full committee. The Senate
version is still in a subcommittee of the Human Resources Committee.

'\,

H.B. 1580--AZ Brown, San Antonio
S.B. 118--Walter Mengden, Houston

This bill would prohibit hospitals, clinics, or other medical facilities supported
by local, state or federal taxes, from usingits services and/or facilities for the
performance of abortions, except to save the life of the mother or in cases of
incest or rape. Since all hospitals receive some tax money, this would effectively
put a stop to all abortions.

The House bill is still in subcommittee of the Health Services Committee.
The Senate version is in the Human Resources Committee. Write to Senators
Brooks, (chairperson); Braecklein (Vice-chairperson);' Andujar, Blake, Clower, '
Doggett, Jones, Patman, Price, Short, Truan on Senate Bills 842 and 118.

S.B. 119--Walter Mengden, Houston

This bill would prohibit the state, any city, county, special district (including
school districts), or other politioal subdivisions from entering into any health
insurance agreement that provides benefits for abortions. The bill has been
reported favorably from committee and may be called for floor debate at any
time.

S.B. 651--Jack Ogg, Houston
S.B. 668--Jack Ogg, Houston

Both of these bills are scheduled for public hearings by the Senate Jurisprudence
Committee, Tuesday, May 15. Bill 651 defines ari unborn child as a human being
from the time of conception. It would amend the Penal Code to include various
"abortional acts." -

Bill 668 would amend the Texas Revised Civil Statutes to expand the defi-
nition of "person" to include "unborn child" in all stages of its development.

abortion may be allowed.
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H.B. 632--Hugo Berlanga, Corpus Christi

This would remove the restriction of minors consenting to contraceptives and
other family planning services, but excludes abortion. The bill is now in the
Jurisprudence Committee.

H.B. 1153--Gene Green, Houston

This bill would give persons access to their medical records, including parents
access to minor children's records without restriction. A public hearing was
conducted March 21 and the bill could be passed out of committee at any time.

Insurance

H.B. 334--Gene Green
H.B. 392--Gerald Hill

Both, bills would prohibit discrimination in the issuance and rates in automobile
insurance because of sex, age; marital status, national origin or physical handi-
cap. Both bills are in subcommittees.

Displaced Homemakers

S.B. 181--Jack ose

A bill to allow the Texas Rehabilitation Commission to operate four centers for
displaced homemakers around the state passed the Senate May 10 and goes to
the House.

Rape

S.B. 500--Gene Jones
H.B. 903--Hugo Berlanga

These bills would strike the word "rape" from the law books except for the of-
fense of statutory rape and rape of a child and should reduce its use in court-
room proceedings. The bills would make these types of assault sex neutral as well
as eliminate the present "marriage and co-habitation" defense in rape cases.
Penalties for the crime would remain the same, but a woman would be reporting
an assault and jurors would be asked to convict a person of assault rather than
tape. The House bill is still in Jurisprudence Committee. The Senate bill has
passed out of Jurisprudence Committee and is currently in the Calendar Com-
mittee to be scheduled for the floor.

Child Care

H.B. 202--Samuel W. Hudson, III
, H.B. 199-SamueZ W. Hudson, III

These bills would establish additional child care centers for AFDC recipients and
for others on a sliding fee scale. Both bills are in a subcommittee of the Human
Services Committee.

Continued on page 18
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Cover artwork by Charley Kubricht. In the April issue she illustrated Pat Looker's poem, Dear Erica.
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Announcing the limited availability of
First Day of Issue. Specimens

The United States ofAmerica
. New Dollar Coin
Honoring Susan B. Anthony

Cover enlarged for illustrative purposes.
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Ms Jane Jones
455 Main Street
Anywhere, U.S.A. 01234

Mint·condition Susan B. Anthony
dollar protectively encased and
bearing the official mint- mark of
the U.S. Mint where it was struck.

Official U.S. postmark applied on
the exact date the new dollar was
first issued-in the city where it
was minted.

Steel-engraved cachet depicting
the U.S. Mint where the new dollar
was struck.

Personalized with your name and
address. if desired.

Reservations are now being accepted for First Day of Issue Specimens of this new
dollar coin, sealed in First Day of Issue Commemoratives, to be postmarked at each
of the three U.S. Mint cities (Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Denver) which will
___ ...I_.•_•.IU"'tr._ •... '-'_.;CI....L_~_C+.nt....:_.ft~'Mt._""" .•• J' T~T~Q~~ ,.,1) a_.
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Reservations are now being accepted for First Day of Issue Specimens of this new
dollar coin, sealed in First Day of Issue Commemoratives, to be postmarked at each
of the three U.S.Mint c;ties (Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Denver) which will
produce this historic new U.S.dollar. .

On July 2,1979,the United States Treasury Department
will release, through the Federal Reserve Banks, a new U.S.
dollar coin honoring Susan B.Anthony. Whiletheissuanceof
any new U.S. coinage or currency is always a notable event,
this particular new issue will be of special interest becauseof
two unique aspects:

.• The first resizing of the dollar coin since the
introduction of the Liberty Head dollar more
than a century ago. .

• The first time' that U.S. coinage has ever carried
the portrait of an American woman. <,

So that families throughout our great nation may
obtain a permanent commemoration ofthis historic event,
special arrangements will be made to obtain First Day of
Issue specimens of the new dollar, seal them inside special
collector's covers, and postmark them the exact date of
first issue to forever certify their first-day status.

Three First Day Specimens
The Susan B. Anthony Dollar will be minted at the

Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Denver Mints. Coins from
each Mint will carry the appropriate mint-mark (P, S, or D),
permitting collector verification.

First-day specimens for each of the three Mints will be
available, involving Numismatic Philatelic Covers post-

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

City State· Zip I
All orders are subject to acceptance. II,I i "Conn. retidenta: add 7%.alee tax ($.42 per cover or S1.12 per aet) 356 : , ,

,-----------------------.-------------~Houston Breakthrough

marked on the exact day of issue in each of the Mint cities.
These First Day Covers may be reserved individually or in
complete sets to include all three Mints.

Reservation Procedure
Reservations may be forwarded now for First Day of

Issue specimens. While every effort will be made to meet
collector demand, there may be limitations on the number of
First Day specimens which can be obtained. Accordingly,
all reservations are subject to acceptance, and will be filled
on a priority system based on date received. -

The processing and fulfillment of these First Day of
Issue Commemoratiues for the Susan B. Anthony Dollar
will be handled by the Postal Commemorative Society, a
private agency which is not affiliated with the U.S. Mint or
any other government agency. Allow 8 to ·10weeks from
issue date for shipment..------------------------------------ADVANCE RESERVATION FORM

THE SUSAN B. ANTHONY DOLLAR
FIRST DAY OF ISSUE

Postal Commemorative Society
47 Richards Avenue
Norwalk, Conn. 06857

Please reserve First Day of Issue specimens of the Susan B. Anthony
Dollar, sealed and authenticated in a special commemorative cover
postmarked on First Day of Issue attheappropriate Mintcity, as follows:

# Ordered Mint Price'

Philadelphia Mint
San Francisco
Denver Mint
Complete ser-

all 3 Mints

$5.50(+$ .50 shipping & handling)
$5.50(+$ .50 shipping & handling)
$5.50(+$ .50 shipping & handling)

'15.00(+ ,1.00 shipping & handling)

I would like my cover(s) 0 Personalized as below 0 Unaddressed

$ check or money order enclosed. (Make payable to Postal Comm.Soc.)

Mr.•Mrs., Miss _

Address ~ _

4

Houston Breakthrough USPS 413130,
is published monthly (except for the
bi-monthly issues of July-August and
December-January) by the Break-
through Publishing Company, 1708
Rosewood, Houston, TX 77004; P.O_
Box 88072, Houston, TX 77004; Tel.
713/526-6686. Subscriptions are $7
per year, newsstand' $1.00 per copy.
This publication is on file at the In-
ternational Women's History Archive
in the Special Collections Library,
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL
60201. Postmaster: Send Form 3579
to Houston Breakthrough, ·P.O. Box
88072, Houston, TX 77004.
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Is Pregancy Obsolete?

It has been interesting to observe the reac-
tion over the last decade to the declining
fertility rate. At first the consensus among
sociologists was that women were merely
postponing pregnancy. I noted a sort of
smug confidence that, although women
might opt for a delay, there was just no
way that they could overcome their pow-
erful maternal instincts and forgo mother-
hood altogether.

As we moved deeper into the seventies
and the birthrate continued to decline-
making it obvious that most women were
having fewer children, but that many
women were having no children-the prog-
nosis changed somewhat. The social scien-
tists then began to speculate that this un-
usual 60's generation might, in fact, pass

rt t up motherhood altogether, but they still
11d~e • projected things would return to normal.~ In: '" Any population figure that indicated that

f yOUS 'j the birthrate had gone up for some period- ear
•._.1!._-' was grasl1ed_as a sign that women were

··COMMENTARIES
by Nikki VAN~iG~TOWER

"Momma" in the Houston Post as an ex-
ample of downright viciousness toward
motherhood.)- .
_.. Please understand my comments are
not directed toward mothering, per se. If
goes without saying that there must be
tremendous rewards and gratlflcations in-
volved in bringing a life into the world and
having a hand in shaping it. No, this com- •
mentary is about the treatment of mothers
and children by the society.

Because of the contradictions in our
family-oriented society, many women have
decided not to have children. These deci- .
sions in most cases have not been easy. For
most of the women I know who have
made them, it has been quite excruciating
-not because of some maternal instinct;
but because they are passing up a very ex-
citing and important human experience.

Will the birthrate continue to decline?
The answer is probably yes. Our society
has outpriced and undervalued the role of
motherhood. And, women have gotten
the message.

no.Idea where the money came from and
it is evident he made no special effort to
find out. "Ignorance is bliss."

Coincidentally, or so we are told, a
city contractor, Jimmy Cowart, com-
plained to the FBI about alleged kick-
backs in the amount of $6000 paid to
Jack Key. Key told Cowart that the
money was for someone other than him-
self.

The very appointment of bankroller
Jack Key as purchasing director is
questionable. Key had no prior
experience in such a position. Inexpli-
cably the Mayor and City Council mem-
bers defended the appointment on the
basis that Jack Key's brother, Bob Key,
had done a good job as acting assistant
director of the City's Health Department.
You tell me what one has to do with the
other. The reasoning escapes me.

The entire escapade in Las Vegas
presents an image of the mayor as a man
lacking a sense of financial responsibility.
His construction company is still
$200,000 in debt, but this personal in-
debtedness ~d not deter him froffi..!!,m-

Bill Narllm

go about getting rid of the deadwood? In
the April issue of Texas Monthly, Paul
Butka described the promised surgery as
follows:

"It was a little like a doctor helping
an obese patient to lose weight by
lopping off {1 foot, an arm, and an .
ear.. There were no personnel evalua-
ations ('We lost some good people, '
Harvey admits) and no studies to
find out which divisions produced
and which ones didn't. Nor was there
any attempt to identify superfluous
positions below the managerial level. "

Author Burka concludes that, "In the end
the reductions had no relation to a divi-
sion's work or its reputation with the
agency."

Governor Clements has come out in
favor of decontrol of oil prices and in op-
position to any windfall profits tax.
Although he initially opposed any increase
in IP' jdmum interest rates that could bea }d by savings and loan institutions,
h ems to be weakening on that posi-
.ti .,4These last two matters are not di-
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As we moved deeper into the seventies
and the birthrate continued to decline-
making it obvious that most women were
having fewer children, but that many
women were having no children-the prog-
nosis changed somewhat. The social scien-
tists then began to speculate that this un-
usual 60's generation might, in fact, pass
up motherhood altogether, but they still
projected things would return to normal.
Any population figure that indicated that
the birthrate had gone up for some period
was grasped as a sign that women were
once again listening to the message indeli-
bly written into their genes. One could
almost hear the sigh of-relief that went I suppose I would feel less offended
along with the forecast. about the McConn gambling matter if I

I am one who believes that one's desire were not personally aware of great diffi-
for maternity and motherhood is a condi- culty in raising money for worthy causes
tioned choice. That desire can be increased to meet the many needs of our citizens
or decreased depending on the messages here in Houston. Apparently it is not too
that society gives us. The conditioning has difficult to raise money for "unworthy"
not changed over the last decade or so. We causes, such as Las Vegas gambling debts,
are still told in every possible way t~t particularly whe~ one is ~he Mayor ~f"
motherhood is the be-all and end-all of Houston. What 1S most discouraging IS
womanhood. , that the Mayor would choose to use his

However, a new sense of reality about influence in this way, rather than in im-
the costs' of parenting imposed. 'upon proving the lives of our citizens. A picture is beginning to emerge of the
mothers has broken through the propagan- Remarks made before t~e me?ia form that Governor Clements' promised
da barrage. The underlying messages about suggest that Mayor McC~nn IS treating tax savings is going to take. Teachers' sal-
society's support for motherhood have in- the whole matter rather lightly. A "per- aries are targeted to make up some of the
eluded the loss of jobs because of preg- sonal indiscretion,': he calls it. He jokes savings. It figures. They are mostly women.
nancy, denial of health insurance for preg- ~bout his gambling prowess. His remark There was a glimmer of hope at one
nancy and related matters refusal to hire m the May 1 issue of the Houston Post time that we were going to save money
because of pregnancy or responsibility for about his wife's expressed displeasure on some big executive salaries because the
small children, refusal to rent apartments implies a "boys will be boys" write- governor was bringing in some "dollar-a-
or homes to families with small children, off of-the whole matter. year men," but that now looks like it
abandonment by fathers, lack of child The scenario begins when the Mayor might be nothing more than a clever
support, lack of child care, and displace- goes out to Las Vegas to attend a Home- sleight of hand. At least one of those vol-
ment and financial insecurity-as rewards builders' Convention and he and a couple unteer's expenses is exceeding the salaries
for the full-time mother/homemaker voca- of unnamed friends sustain several of many full-time,employees. It seems that
tion. All the soap commercials in the world thousand dollars in gambling losses. The the volunteers were brought in on some
can no longer obscure these economic Mayor's share was $3200. McConn then rather unusual consultant contracts that
realities of motherhood.. calls the city purchasing director Jack legally allow them to bill the state gov-

Pregnancy, motherhood and child care Key, who had said that if McConn had ernment for unlimited expenses. So there
"are treated as aberrations, things that can- any money problems, "he had friends out goes that savings. As usual, the big guys
not be integrated into the mainstream of there who could help him." McConn asks aren't having to share in the belt-tightening.
life. Consider the firefighter Linda Eaton Key to arrange a $6000 loan. Part of the The Texas Department of Community
of Iowa City, Iowa, and teacher Janice money was to payoff the current gam- Affairs was selected quite legitimately,
Dike of Orlando, Florida: and their battle bling debts and $2800 was for additional' some feel, for some fat trimming. Omar
to be allowed to breast-feed their babies gambling money. ,Harvey, the man appointed by Clements . Dr. Nikki Van Hightower is president of
during unscheduled work time. And then Apparently it was a "no questions for the job, promised a 25 percent cutback the Houston Area Women's Center and a
there is ridicule. (See the cartoon series asked" deal. McConn still claims he had in TDCA personnel. So how did Harvey former radio commentator.

(I Mo,1979

family-oriented society, many women have
decided not to have children. These deci- ,
sions in most cases have not been easy. For
most of the women I know who have
made them, it has been quite excruciating
-not because of some maternal instinct,
but because they are passing up a very ex-
citing and important human experience.

Will the birthrate continue to decline?
The answer is probably yes. Our society
has outpriced and undervalued the role of
motherhood. And, women have gotten
the message.

The Mayor is a Loser' _

Houston Breakthrough

questionable. Key had no prior
experience in such a position. Inexpli-
cably the Mayor and City Council mem-
bers defended the appointment on the
basis that Jack Key's brother, Bob Key,
had done a good job as acting assistant
director of the City's Health Department.
You tell me what one has to do with the
other. The reasoning escapes me.

The entire escapade in Las Vegas
presents an image of the mayor as a man
lacking a sense of financial responsibility.
His construction company is still
$200,000 in debt, but this personal in-
debtedness did not deter him from gam-
bling away funds and then borrowing to
gamble more. .

Perhaps Mayor McConn is guilty of no
more than stupidity and gross irresponsi-
bility. Nevertheless, I question whether
we can afford to have someone of his
caliber holding the highest elected -office
in the City of Houston.

The Rich Get Richer

5

ana wnicn onentran"t. Nor was ')JIt!& , X
any attempt to identify superfluous
positions below the managerial level. ,.

Author Burka concludes that, "In the end
the reductions had no relation to a divi-
sion's work or its reputation with the
agency."

Governor Clements has come out in
favor of decontrol of oil prices and in op-
position to any windfall profits tax.
Although he initially opposed any increase
in maximum interest rates that could .be
charged by savings and loan institutions,
he seems to be weakening on that posi-
tion. These last two matters are not di-
rectly related to the cost of government,
but they certainly are related to the cost
of living for Texas consumers.

Somehow I don't feel terribly optimis-
tic about the tax savings that we are going
to realize under the Clements administra-
tion-a little shifting and changing of bud-
get accounts perhaps, but little real sav-
ings. There is also something that needs
to be said for the quality of our govern-
ment and the services it provides people. I
would personally challenge anyone to find
a living, breathing Texan who would not
agree that there is waste in government.
But should the savings come at the cost
of our children's education or through ir-
rational personnel cutbacks that may save
a little money in the immediate sense, but
cost dearly in the long run, as worthy pro-
grams are gutted and experienced person-
nel are dumped?

In the meantime, fat expense reports
'are being tolerated, energy costs are al-
lowed to go up and perhaps interest rates
will be allowed to rise.

I sometimes wonder if it is really pos-
sible to get a leader who is as genuinely
interested in saving the money of the aver-
age consumer as he is in saving money for
businesses, corporations and wealthy in-
dividuals. Somehow our election process
just seems to work against such leaders
emerging. If you'11 excuse me, I think I'll
resume eating my cake.



MediaMatters
s bygabrielle cosgriff

What's women's lib .ever done for
me?" asked Britain's Margaret
Thatcher, the first female prime

minister in European history. Long recog-
nized for her strident manner, Thatcher
emphatically divorced herself from .the
women's movement.

"I don't like strident females," she
claimed on a recent CBS Radio interview.
"I' like people who have ability, who
don't run the feminist ticket too hard."

Claiming that her sex had never been
an impediment to her career, Thatcher in-
sisted that the individual with merit will
always prevail.

Which brings to mind the time that
Thatcher appeared on' Bill Buckley's
Firing Line a couple of years ago. Some-
one in the audience asked whether wom-
en were any more welcome or visible
in British politics than they are in this
country. Thatcher replied that there were
no problems of that nature-that women
had always been accepted in British poli-
tics and she had had no difficulty in par-
ticipating.

"You have just informed me," said
Buckley, "that there are very few able
women in Great Britain, since we see so
few of them active in politics."

Thatcher's eyes glazed over and she
was rendered incoherent for several
minutes.

But she was in fine fettle when it came

time for the four-week campaign to un-
seat' "Sunny Jim" Callaghan and his
Labour Party. Callaghan waged a typical-
ly British, low-key campaign, while
Thatcher ran an "American-style" media
blitz-not much contact with the voters
but high visibility.

It paid off with an absolute majority,
but Thatcher is already drawing fire for
her appointments. Her 22 cabinet mem-
bers are all male and her foreign secretary,
Lord Carrington, is not even an elected
member of parliament. He is the Conser-
vative leader in the House of Lords, a
largely ceremonious, powerless body. The
only woman so far named to the govern-
ment is Sally Oppenheim, whose Ministry
for Consumer Affairs ranks below cabinet
level.

Thatcher has pledged to step up de-
fense spending, curb non-white immigra-
tion and cut back on-social services to the
poor and the elderly. (As Education Min-
ister in the last Tory government, in 1970,
Thatcher abolished free milk for school-
children, unleashing a storm of protest at
"Thatcher, Thatcher, milk snatcher.")

Time's Bonnie Angelo trailed Thatcher
during the campaign, and described her as
"not like any candidate I've ever seen.
She is Barry Goldwater played' by Pat
Nixon-a tough, uncompromising politi-
cian in a meticulously ladylike package."

Both Time and Newsweek had cover

stories on Thatcher, with almost identical
cover pictures. At Time, dressed in blue,
she was "Britain's Fighting Lady," and at
Newsweek, dressed in blue, she illustrated
. "Britain Turns Right." Blue is the color
of the Conservative Party.

Both magazines devoted about eight
pages to the story. Both used "the Iron
Lady" in headlines. At Time, "The 'Iron
Lady' takes charge at No. 10," while at
Newsweek it was "Britain's 'Iron Lady.' " .

Joseph C. Harsch, of the Christian Sci-
ence Monitor, likened Thatcher to "one
of those great sea captains of Britain's
past-a Walter Raleigh, a Francis Drake, a
Capt. Cook-who hoist their sails and set
course out of some British harbor for un-
charted seas and high adventure.

"She and her crew think they know
where they want to go. Their purpose is
to regain vitality in the British economic
system. But there are no charts telling
them how it can be done ... It will be a
fascinating voyage to chronicle and
watch."

A less romantic view was held by
James Wieghart (New York News Service.)
"Thatcher's election was more a victory
of party rather than of person" he said in
a recent commentary. He saw no real
gains for women in politics, either in Bri-
tain or in this country.

"The real test of the (American) pub-
lic's willingness to accept a woman as
head of government," said Wieghart,
"would require the candidacy of a wom-
an 'running as a woman, not as a Demo-
crat or Republican who happened to be a
female.

"On women's issues this would mean
that the elimination of discrimination
h<l.~••tI. nn~"Y... _umultl he~thp. fi1"d~n,ot

Child fan" Randall manages time to be
"wild in the kitchen," and confides that
chicken, fish and veal dishes are her
favorites.

Mark Carre au of the Post was no less
eager to demonstrate that Randall the
lawyer is more than balanced by Randall
the homemaker: "Dressed in running suit
and shoes, she had just taken her turn at
the wheel of the car pool (sic) that gets
her' three children to school. The phone
was ringing as she walked in the door of
her two-story Georgian-style home in
River Oaks .. ."

Later, Carreau related, "behind her
desk ... Randall was understandably re-
luctant to recall her state of casual dress
at such an important moment."

Randall's nomination was made possi-
ble. partly by the lobbying of feminists
for the Omnibus Judgeship Act of 1978,
which created 35 vacancies on U. S. ap-
pellate courts so that more women and
minorities could be considered.

Randall chooses not to associate her-
self with the women's movement. "One
of the things I want to see happen is for
women to get jobs," she told Carreau,
"but not a, whole lot of attention paid to
the fact that they are women."

But she does choose to associate her-
self with minorities. "Needless to say,"
she told Carre au , "I'm very sympathetic
to the civil rights movement and securing
equal rights for minorities." Why "need-
.less to say?" It would seem that a woman
nominated to a federal ju \eShiP who dis-
sociates herself from t omen's move-
ment would feel a defi~ , ""need to say"
that she supported min~~~es.

Not that she intended the nomination
.tll~h"n,np.n_'\lO.1Ulndp',1"~hnn."M1"~.R:mnall
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"You have just informed me," said "Thlltcher, Thatcher, millC'snat~n-er.'J JaJneS-wlegna~IVew-rvnc-lVe-w.,,-ervrc"'~or-rn~-nllngS"T"'Want·to'see nap pen a 16. a.-
Buckley, "that there are very few able Time's Bonnie Angelo trailed Thatcher "Thatcher's election was more a victory women to get jobs," she told Carreau,
women in Great Britain, since we see so during the campaign, and described her as of party rather than of person" he said in "but not a. whole lot of attention paid to
few of them active in politics." "not like any candidate I've ever seen. a recent commentary. He saw no real the fact that they are women."

Thatcher's eyes glazed over and she She is Barry Goldwater played' by Pat gains for women in politics, either in Bri- But she does choose to associate her-
was rendered incoherent for several Nixon-a tough, uncompromising politi- tain or in this country. self with minorities. "Needless to say,"
minutes. cian in a meticulously ladylike package." "The real test of the (American) pub- she told Carreau , "I'm very sympathetic

But she was in fine fettle when it came, Both Time and Newsweek had cover lie's willingness to accept a woman as to the civil rights movement and securing
head of government," said Wieghart, equal rights for minorities." Why "need-
"would require the candidacy of a wom- less to say?" It would seem that a woman
an 'running as a woman, not as a Demo- nominated to a federal judgeship who dis-
crat or .Republican who happened to be a sociates herself from the women's move-
female. -rnent would feel a definite "need to say"

"On women's issues this would mean that she supported minorities.
that the elimination of discrimination Not that she intended the nomination
based on sex .... would be the first, not to happen, you understand. "Mrs. Randall
last, plank in the party platform. had never pointed her career toward a

"Perhaps (she) would pledge to ap- judgeship," said Lee, "certainly not a
point two men to her cabinet-lesser $57,500-a-year appeals court post. But it
posts, of course" such as commerce and happened."
housing-and promise to name at least Lest we think it unfeminine that such
one or two male White House staffers to a high-salaried, prestigious position should
advise her on problems facing men. go to a woman, Lee hastened to reassure

"As .for domestic and foreign policy, us with his next sentence. "Bespectacled,
it's hard to believe that a woman presi- dressed. and built like a conservative
dent would step up defense spending and model, she looks every inch the lady
cut back on spending for health care, jobs lawyer."
and welfare." The committee that nominated Randall

was headed by William C. Harvin, mana-
ging partner of Baker & Botts, where her
husband James works as an attorney.
"The thing I really feel good about," she
told Carreau, "is it's a sign the system is
working. When you think about it, you
really have to think well of a country
when a person like me can be appointed."

Randall's parents, brother, sister' and
husband are attorneys, she attended Yale
Law School and last July became a part-
ner in the law firm of Sullivan, Bailey,
King, Randall and Sabom.

"The president, I think, is deeply
committed to putting minority members
and women on the bench," she told Lee.
(This committment being directly pro-
portional. to the efforts of those same mi-
nority members and women.)

"When it comes to the bench, I don't
even think about the fact I'm a woman,"
Randall told Lee. "I've lived in a world
almost exclusively populated by men for
17 years. I got used to that a long time
ago."

And you thought "blind justice" was
just an expression.

Carolyn Randall, a Houston attorney,
. has been nominated by President

Carter to fill a vacancy on the 5th
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals.

The Houston Chronicle and the Hous-
ton Post gave extensive coverage to her
nomination, and both newspapers illustra-
ted the ambivalence found all too often
in success stories about women-Randall
and the reporters took great pains to
qualify her professional achievements
with testimonials to her femininity and
domestic prowess.

The headlines in both papers accurate-
ly reflected the mood of the stories-neg-
ative. "City lawyer not totally prepared
for news of appointment," said- the Post
(April 28), while the Chronicle (April 30)
protested her innocence with "Carolyn
Randall didn't aim for bench."

"Mrs. Randall readily says she was de-
lighted," according to David Lee of the
Chronicle, "but refuses to admit she shed
any feminine tears of joy. Still, despite
her credentials in federal law, she remains

, completely feminme.
MARGARET THATCHER, PRIME MINISTER OF GREAT BRITAIN Lee assured us that "longtime Julia

\
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"calli.ng Ho~ston City Magazine t~e
ultimate m yellow Journalism IS
probably a compliment," said Marvin

Zindler (KTRK TV, May 1,) "I have other
words for it."

Apparently, what raised the self-styled
consumer advocate's hackles was the
March issue, with his picture on the cover
(and a not very flattering story inside) and
the January and February issues.

He was somewhat mollified, however,
by the fact that Gary Easterly, the pub-
lisher, had fired editor Tom Curtis. " ...
in defense of the magazine, it now has a
new editor ... and City has taken on a new
look."

Plus a new 'Owner. The debt-plagued
magazine has been bought by F.D.M.
Publications, headed by Francois de
Menil, the son of Dominique and the late
JOM de Menil, Houston art patrons and
members of the Schlumberger oil family.

Houston City Magazine began as In,
Houston in 1977. After it ran into fi-
nancial difficulties it was sold and came
out in April 1978 with its present name.

Editor David Crossley took over when
the April issue of this year was in produc-
tion. To Zindler's charge~ of "yellow
journalism" Crossley said, "Well, he had
some really harsh things to say about the
magazine and about (former editor) Tom
Curtis in particular. But he was standing
there in front of that cover picture; so I
presume it was sour grapes.

"He was also very upset about the
February cover (two attendants lounging
in the back of their ambulance, smoking,
while a child lies obviously injured out-
side). He said that was unrealistic and
would never happen-you might find
them ignoring a heart attack victim, but
never a hurt kid."

• There is a certain perverse charm
about Marvin Zindler accusing anyone
else of yellow journalism. His film crew,
as soon as they arrived at City jo offices,
started their cameras rolling on the Golden
Girl Modeling studios next door, then
panned across to City. (

"Yellow journalism" is to some extent
subjective. What is lively and personal to
one may be sensational to another. But
City's May issue could be called "yellow"
only in the sense of "chicken."

After the Three Mile Island nuclear ac-
cident, editor Crossley contacted Andy

vator-let's go to lunch, etc.) accompanied
by a series of photographs. She looked
around Houston for clothes and accessor-
ies, asked merchants for permission to use
them, and in return, printed shopping in-

rformation with the photographs.
When I asked Crossley- whether this

feature was not in fact an advertisement
for all the products mentioned, he dis-
agreed. He said the merchants supplying
products had no control over where or
how their merchandise would be used.

However, when Harrison wentto Nei-
man-Marcus to borrow a ~articular suit
that she wanted, the loan was made only
on condition that every item on that page
be from Neiman's. City complied.

The July issue will feature a long ex-
cerpt from Stanley Marcus' new book,
Quest for the Best. (that's the Marcus of
Neiman-Marcus.)

As of now, Neiman-Marcus does not
buy advertising in Houston City Magazine.
As of now, Nieman-Marcus doesn't need to.

Lynda Bird Robb has been appointed
to succeed Bella Abzug as chair of
the president's National Advisory

Commission on women. Robb said she
will not hesitate to criticize Carter if she
thinks it appropriate. She foresees no
problems in following Abzug, "We repre-
sent different constituencies," she said.
Robb was appointed to represent women.
What does she think Abzug represented-
chopped liver?''I have looked at the magazine stands,

I have seen the future and it is
. Texas," proclaimed NBC Today

Show's critic, Gene Shalit (May 4).
Calling Texas Monthly "the granddad-

dy of Lone Star magazines" at six years
old, Shalit praised the proliferation of
Texas magazines, listing 130f them in all.
\ Shalit named D magazine "one of the
slickest city magazines ... in the country'
and called Texas Woman "more fashion
than feminist." He bemoaned the fact
that Texas Architecture is not Architexas,
and all in all declared himself impressed
by the healthy state of Texas, magazine-
wise.

The Texas Observer, consumer advo-
cate and conscience of Texas journalism
for well over twenty years, went unmen-
tioned. So did a three-year-old publica-
tinn~th~t;~ 1"I"\"1"A fA"""~T\_';C!.-+ -tho .•....f •.•,,'h.; ......•...

SPECIAL SCREENINGS DAILY
Ifyou're looking for a new way to advertise, or ifyou have a unique

printing problem, trY our silkscreening services. We can print
anything from t-shirts to a table top, including:

Exhibit & display work, 8' panels (on formica or glass),
20' banners, outdoor signs, t-shirts and garments, and brochure covers.

Call us for an estimate on your special screening.
A&E SCREEN PRINTING

Mary Lou Crossley, Curlis Ann Reynolds
.6245 Brookhill #2, Houston, Texas 77087/ (713) 644-1731

WE CUT CORNERS
And almost anything that requires fine, professional engraving. We do
elegant dimensional raised lettering, photo-etching, and sub-surface
graphics, which can be applied to our line of nameplates and interior
signs. We also carry a complete selection of awards, plaques and
trophies.

Our work is distinctive. Our prices are discount. And that helps you cut a
few corners, too. -

GRACEBREAUX • SCHAROLETTENICKERSON
• Houston, Texas77006

"I The difference is in the detail.
I

Re-doing a room 1.1S more than
repainting th lils. It means
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never a hurt kid."

There is a certain perverse charm
about Marvin Zindler accusing anyone
else of yellow journalism. His film crew,
as soon as they arrived at City's offices,
started their cameras rolling on the Golden
Girl Modeling studios next door, then
panned across to City. (

"Yellow journalism" is to some extent
subjective. What is lively and personal to
one may be sensational to another. But
City's May issue could be called "yellow"
only in the sense of "chicken."

After the Three Mile Island nuclear ac-
cident, editor Crossley contacted Andy
Sansom, director of the Texas Energy Ex-
tension at the University of Houston, and
Sansom quickly came up with a short
piece on irregularities at the South Texas
Nuclear Facility, a Houston Lighting and
Power project near Bay City. It was rushed
into the May issue. "We took other pages
out to get it in," said Crossley.

"At the owner's request" and over
Crossley's protests, the story was yanked
from the May issue and rescheduled for
June. Apparently de Menil had no problem \
with running the story in June.

(Last week, H.L.&P. cancelled their
advertising contract with City, because of
the magazines' "editorial policies. ")

H.L.&P. Advertising ¥anager Bill
Secrest objected to the March issue with
its "lesbians and houses of prostitution.
I don't think that kind of journalism adds
credibility to our advertising." He denied
any knowledge of the upcoming nuclear
story.

In spite or.de MeniI's overruling him
on the nuclear story, Crossley is enthusi-

.astic about City's new owner. "He's a
strong, creative personality, and he is wil-
ling to do whatever it takes to make
Houston City Magazine the best in the
country." ~

Crossley's first project as editor was a
"fashion feature" that he worked on with
writer Joanne Harrison for the May issue.

This feature was Crossley's first effort
to "project an image of Gatsby-like
elegance" for the magazine, as opposed to
what he called its former "disturbed and
polyester image."

Harrison wrote a short feature (hand-
some man meets beautiful woman in ele-

dy of Lone Star magazines" at six years
old, Shalit praised the proliferation of
Texas magazines, listing 130f them in all.

Shalit named D magazine "one of the
slickest city magazines ... in the country'
and called Texas Woman "more fashion
than feminist." He bemoaned the fact
that Texas Architecture is-not Architexas,
and all in all declared himself impressed
by the healthy state of Texas, magazine-
wise.

The Texas Observer, consumer advo-
cate and conscience of Texas journalism
for well over twenty years, went unmen-
tioned. So did a three-year-old publica-
tion that is more feminist than fashion.

And ... even in death, women can't
"escape those hackneyed physical

attributions. Time magazine's obit-
uary on Marvella Bayh described her as a
"vivacious blond" .. " Last March
Carol Boudreaux resigned her job as press
aide for the - Houston Metropolitan
Authority because her husband John
Boudreaux was told he could not keep
his job as city editor of the Houston Post
if she kept hers. "Conflict of interest,"
said Post managing editor Kuyk Logan.
His boss, Post owner Oveta Culp Hobby
"concurred) in the decision." Carol
Boudreaux is now producing the 'evening
news at KPRC-TV which is also owned
by Hobby. "Several people have asked
whether .this was a sop from Mrs.
Hobby," said Boudreaux, "but the initia-
tive came from (KPRC-TV news director)
Ray Miller." The Post's Logan sees no
conflict of interest in ·this situation,
since the Hobby-owned Post and the
Hobby-owned tv station are "rival news
organizations." ... Two reporters at KPFT
Houston's public radio station, have-won
first prize in the radio category of the
1978 Robert F. Kennedy Award for
Outstanding Journalism. KPFT news
director Steven McVicker and reporter
Jeanne Jones were honored' for their
hour-long documentary, "The Question
of Accountability: A Look at the Hous-
ton Police Department." The RFK
Awards were established in 1968 as a
memorial to the late senator by reporters
who covered his final campaign ....

Gabrielle Cosgriff is an editor of Houston
Breakthrough.

(713) 526-2069
1810 Ridgewood

,vt1j
GRACE BREAUX • SCHAROLETTE NICKERSON

• Houston, Texas 77006
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The difference is in the detail.
Re-doing a room means more than

repainting the walls. It means
checking for cracks and peeling

paint. Taking the time to sand, to
repair, to prime, and then to paint.

. Evenly. Carefully. Like new.
Interior painting and wallpapering is

our business. We give a lot of attention
to detail because it makes a difference to

us. And that's the difference.
Call for a tree estimate.

B N
Residential & Commercial

Wallpaper & Interior Paint Specialist
(71-3)861-2211

Janie Ballard, Shirley Neely, Jean Tissue

NEED A SIGN IN A HURRY?

1 Hour Budget Signs

Low Cost, Quality Signs
1660 Westheimer • 526-0332

• Showcards
• Truck, Car & Boat Signs
• Magnetic

Real Estate
• Conventions

• Display
• Window Signs
• Bumper Stickers

Civic Events
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U. S. REP. MICKEY LELAND (left) chairs the first Town Hall Meeting of
the Black/Hispanic .. Coalition. Other steering committee members (1to r):
ALFREDO DUNN, JOYCE MILLER, and U.S. REP. JOHN CONYERS.

" .-- a standing ovation and many cries of
"Right on" from the enthu_~l!~!!~_audience.

Dellums emphasized that the town hall
meetings are crucial to counteract a
current right wing analysis of America's
problems that is sweeping the country.

"What I call a Proposition 13 (Califor-
nia tax relief plan) mentality is being
heralded as the solution to America's
problems," Dellums said. "It says the
solution to problems lies in the govern-
ment withdrawing from its obligations to
help the millions of underprivileged and
poor." . .

Congressional representatives believe
this is what the people want, Dellums said.
Against that background, the town meet-
ing will express "the flip side of Proposi-
tion 13," Dellums continued.

"We need to get the attention of the
media and say, hey, human misery still
exists. We are in this together. Oppression
and unemployment know no color. This
is the time to transcend petty differences

__ .OJ __ 1~...!_L~ "" ~_--l 4-1... ••..••....__ "".,......1 ,...+_.••.1-..0 _

by Shirley Kowitz

It was an historic meeting. Blacks and
Hispanics met Saturday, May 5 on the
Texas Southern University campus at a
Town Hall Meeting to "bury the hatchet"
between the nation's two largest minority
groups and to form a potentially power-
ful political force that will improve con-
ditions for both groups.

"We've been half-stepping. Blacks and
Hispanics have been fighting each other
for the crumbs and our people continue
to starve," U.S. Representative Mickey
Leland (D-Houston) told the audience.

The newly-formed Black/Hispanic
Democratic Coalition attracted over 300
community leaders to the all-day meet-
ing.

"We have done something that no one
has ventured to do in the Democratic
Party by uniting two strong forces.
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Barthelme- Moore ASsociates
Advertising and Marketing
a full-service advertising agency since 1960

Helen Moore Barthelme
"-

Odell Pauline Moore
1HO Lovett Blvd., Suite 100 Houston, Texas 77006 713/521-9214

groups and to form a potentially power-
ful political force that will improve con-
ditions for both groups.

"We've been half-stepping. Blacks and
Hispanics have been fighting each other
for the crumbs and our people continue
to starve," U.S. Representative Mickey
Leland (D-Houston) told the audience.

The newly-formed Black/Hispanic
Democratic Coalition attracted over 300
community leaders to the all-day meet-
ing.

"We have done something that no one
has ventured to do in the Democratic
Party by uniting two strong forces.
The first step," Lelandexplained, "is to
work to resolve some of our problems,
to discuss substantive issues that affect
blacks, Hispanics and all poor people
and to get grass roots support for the
movement. "

The grass root support in Houston is
here if the responses from the audience
are indicative of the community at large.

ChristiaAdair, an 85-year-old former
executive secretary of the-National As-
sociation for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) during some of
the toughest years in the city's racial
history, received a standing ovation
with her statement. "I have scars on my
brain, my heart and my hands from
working for our rights. If we get together
we will no longer be a minority, we will
be a majority."

Another woman, Kathleen Rawls, said
that coalition was not a new idea. "There
were murmurings about coalition in the
60's. We must realize that brown is close
to black and it makes little difference
whether we are from the ghetto or the
barrio. "

"We must recognize that Hispanics
and blacks together can control this
country ," State Representative Ben
Reyes of Houston said.

"Hispanics and blacks are becoming
sophisticated about how economics;
government, and the system works,"
Alfredo Duran, chair of the 'Florida
Democratic Party, said, "We will no
longer challenge each other."

"There's nothing like an idea whose
time has come," quoted Representative
Ron Dellums, one of the organizers of
the coalition. Dellums, from California,
gave an impassioned speech that received

problems," Dellums said. "It says the
solution to problems lies in the govern-
ment withdrawing from its obligations to
help the millions of underprivileged and
poor." ,

Congressional representatives believe
this is what the people want, Dellums said.
Against that background, the town meet-
ing will express "the flip side of Proposi-
tion 13," Dellums continued.

"We need to get the attention of the
media and say, hey, human misery still
exists. We are in this together. Oppression
and unemployment know no color. This
is the time to transcend petty differences
and self-interest and see the need of the
whole."

To bring home his point, Dellums then
related an example of the importance of
public opinion in this country. He told of
a recent meeting he had attended be-
tween Soviet delegates and U.S. Represen-
tatives.

According to Dellums, the Soviets sat
on one side of the table stating strong
opinions. On the opposite side, U.S.
Representatives sat hedging their state-
ments and saying, in effect, that they
could not get too far ahead of public
opinion because it was most important to
them to get re-elected.

"Re-election is more important to
99.9 percent of the congressmen than
matters of principal or human life on this
planet," Dellums said.

The focal point of the coalition is
the 1980 Democratic Primary, added
Rep. Leland. "Jimmy Carter has failed
to fulfill numerous promises and this time
we will make certain that Carter meets
our expectations."

Although a carefully structured agenda
had been prepared by members of the
steering committee, Representative Le-
land, who serves as co-chair of the com-
mittee, abandoned the agenda before the
morning session had ended. The many
'members of the audience who came for-
ward to speak made it ev}A,' ..t this
would be a town meeting-tn-tthe best
tradition of America. The people had
come to be heard. They had come to tell
their representatives of their concerns.

Politicians are not leaders, he empha-
sized; they follow public opinion. That
is why town meetings are needed to
heighten, the level of awareness in the
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Over 300 community leaders participated in the Town Hall Meeting
to give grass roots support to the idea of a Black/Hispanic Coaltion.

Hispanic organization," Leland said.
"Let's agree to disagree.

"We represent the worst treated
people in America's history. Those of us
on the steering committee represent an
idea of coalition unless you tell us 'you're
stupid and you ain't got no business
messing around with those chicanos or
blacks,' Leland said as he opened the
meeting .to discussion of the feasibility
of a political coalition.

When a question about what the His-
panic community proposes to do about il-
legal aliens was raised, Leonel Castillo,
head of U.S. Immigration, spoke on the
problem.

"You are probably going to continue
to see folks coming," he said.

Castillo explained that the border
patrol have a force approximately the size
of the Houston police force, but their
territory extends from Texas to Califor-
nia.

Castillo suggested that the U.S. gov-
ernment come to an agreement with the
ClAn A~n,.._ ""_,U..•.+_....iA~~ h_u+_'hr"-'1I1~~~ft:W:T_

alition, and hopefully, beyond the con-
fines of the Democratic party.

Several attendees asked how to or-
ganize a local grass roots effort to start
the nationwide network that the steering
committee envisioned.

Conyers suggested that the 300 mem-
bers of the audience represented 300
organizations. "Each of you can start
with your own organizations," he said.
"Every church, sorority and civic group
should have a n"l.itical action group,"
Conyers age .. .I..r1f you have any in-
fluence; u!rc--tr in your community."

Dellums suggested that everyone or-
ganize a dramatization of' the effects
of budget cuts in their community.
"What programs were cut back? Who was
hurt? Children? Elderly people? Get the
press to cover it," he cajoled the audi-
ence.

The idea for the Black/Hispanic Demo-
cratic Coalition was born at the Memphis
Mid-Term Conference of the Demo-
cratic Party in December 1978.

A"c.l!o"tl"ino~to~AJ£",.donJ1"".n_t_h~" •..•"lil~ _

country and to change public opmion.
"The town meeting is not an exercise

in futility," Dellums emphatically stated
amidst loud applause.

Another member of the coalition sub-
committee, U .. S. Rep. John Conyers,
from Michigan said, "What we're doing
is every bit as significant as the Arab-
Israeli treaty signed earlier this year. It
ought to have the significance of a Camp
David summit-It is a multinational
event inside Black/Hispanic America."

• Conyers emphasized the Importance of
organizing from the bottom up, not the
top down. He asked each person in the
room to organize his/her community
into a grass roots effort to connect into
a nationwide network.

civil service time and are going to do
things as they have been doing them, re-
gardless of what you and I do," Smith
said. "Nothing is going to change from
a statistical point of view."

The Reverend Henry Hudson, who
introduced himself as a "member of the
small group of Black preachers who don't
drive Cadillacs," emphasized that black
census takers were needed to interview"
in black cominunities.

"The people are more likely to be
open with a black interviewer and to give
the information needed,". Hudson said.

This idea was reinforced by A. Madde-
son from the School of Public Affairs at
Texas Southern University. Many of the
TSU students did not participate in the

"I have scars on my brain, my heart, and my
hands from working for our rights. If we get
together, we willno longer be a minority, we
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David summit--it is a multinational
event inside Black/Hispanic America."

Conyers emphasized the Importance of
organizing from the bottom up, not the
top down. He asked each person in the
room to organize his/her community
into a grass roots effort to connect into
a nationwide network.

in black communities.
"The people are more likely to be

open with a black interviewer and to give
the information needed," Hudson said.

This idea was reinforced by A. Madde-
son from the School of Public Affairs at
Texas Southern University. Many of the
TSU students did not participate in the

of a political coalition.
When a question about what the His-

panic community proposes to do about il-
legal aliens was raised, Leonel Castillo,
head of U.S. Immigration, spoke on the
problem.

"You are probably going to continue
to see folks coming," he said.

Castillo explained that the border
patrol have a force approximately the size
of the Houston police force, but their
territory extends from Texas to Califor-
nia.

Castillo suggested that the U.S. gov-
ernment come to an agreement with the
sending countries about how many
people to allow and how to protect U .S.
workers' jobs. He also suggested a pro-
gram to allow persons who have lived il-
legally in the United States for several
years and have not broken any laws to
remain here.

"Both of these ideas require congres-
sional action," he said.

"One of the things you see in my job
is that people are so hungry to come here
that they walk from Laredo to San
Antonio. We deport them-they walk
again. For years, I have had trouble get-
ting people to walk one block from their
house to the polls," Castillo added wryly.

In recent weeks, there has' been pres-
sure from American citizens who are poor
asking for deportation of immigrants who
are destitute, Castillo said, adding that it
was one group of miserable people being
pitted against another group of miserable
people.

Speaking in reference to the 1980
census, Castillo said that if the blacks and
Hispanics could get accurate numbers, in-
cluding immigrants, they could get pro-
grams started to help.

One member of the audience, A.
Wiley, questioned the motives of the co-
alition. "Is this to be a coalition of con-
trol or participation?" he asked.

Wiley added that coalitions are noted
for creating patronage jobs, but a coali-
tion to control would be a new kind of
politics.

','It should be a coalition that has no
permanent friends and no permanent
enemies, just permanent interests," Wiley
said.

Leland said they were trying to get
beyond political patronage with this co-
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"Every church, sor-ority ;;~d-~ivic group
should have a political action group,"
Conyers added. "If you have any in-
fluence, use it in your community."

Dellums suggested that everyone or-
ganize a dramatization of the effects
of budget' cuts in their community.
"What programs were cut back? Who was
hurt? Children? Elderly people? Get the
press to cover it," he cajoled the audi-
ence.

The idea for the Black/Hispanic Demo-
cratic Coalition was born at the Memphis
Mid-Term Conference of the Demo-
cratic Party in December 1978.

According to Alfredo Duran, the coali-
tion was conceptualized in "the middle
of the night" in a meeting between the
blacks and Hispanics 'at the convention
who felt they were not represented by
the Democratic party.

"We decided to form a coalition .of
economically disadvantaged people to
become a strong force-part of the good
life of America," Duran said.

In January, the coalition met in Wash-
ington to discuss the course of action for
the future. At this meeting, the coali-
tion agreed to conduct a series of regional

-town hall meetings to determine the most
critical substantive problems facing the
two groups as well as to build support for
the coalition.

The Houston' meeting was the first of
these regional gatherings. The enthusiastic
response to this first meeting suggests the
community leaders' of the minority
groups in Houston are ready to forma
coalition that will give them greater
effectiveness in the political arena.

At the end of the meeting, Leland told
the exhausted but excited audience
that the resot+ ,:other SCheduled town
meetings t...... -sl compiled and sent to
House committees dealing with the prob-
lems discussed.

Other steering committee members
of the new coalition include U.S. Reps.
Shirley Chisolm of New York, Balatazar
Corrada of Puerto Rico, Walter Fauntroy
of the District of Columbia, Colorado
State Rep. Polly Barragan, and Luis
Lauredo, president of the National
Coalition of Cuban Americans.

"I have scars on my brain, my heart, and my
hands from working for our rights. If we get
together, we will no longer be .a minority, we
will be a majority." -Christia Adair

A specific solution to the lack of
political power felt by the two minorities
was offered by U.S. Rep. Bob Garcia, a
Puerto Rican from New York and chair
of the Census and' Population Subcom-
mittee in the House of Representatives.

"The Census determines how seats
are . reapportioned and how political,
power is distributed," Garcia .said. "We
need to be counted and make sure our
voices are heard." '

According to, Garcia, more than eight
percent of blacks in America were
not counted in 1960, and the U.S. Census
does not even have an estimate of how
many Hispanics were not counted.

Garcia emphasized that in order for
minority communities to get their share
of Federal Revenue Sharing, they need to
be counted in the census.

"We are going to work our fool heads
off for you in the 1980 census," Garcia
said, "and we are calling on you,
members of the community, to help us
make sure_that everyone is counted."

It was at this point that the town
meeting lived up to its name. People
lined up three deep at the available
microphones to respond to Garcia's
challenge.

Chuck Smith, a member of the aud-
ience who identified himself as a' two-
term member of the ~dvisory committee
for the Bureau of Census, said the biggest
problem was the unit heads at the Census
Bureau.

"These individuals have years of

1970 census because they were unsure
about what the information would be'
used for, Maddeson said.

"Can the census guarantee confiden-
tiality?" she asked.

Garcia responded by saying that the
penalty for giving out Census Bureau
information to any individual or agency
was a $5,000 fine and a five-year jail
sentence.

When Garcia polled the audience to
see how many had not been counted in
the 1970 census, approximately 25 per-
cent raised their hands. '

','You are the leaders in your com-
munity," he said. "If you were not
counted, how many others must there
be?"

Dr. C. L. Washington pointed out that
the census is vital to Houston because
soon Houston will have single-member
districts. Minority participation will de-
pend on the accuracy of the census, he
said.

Reyes emphasized that the Hispanic
community needed enumerators who
spoke Spanish and "not textbook Spanish
either," and it was suggested that the
budget should be increased to hire
minorities to participate in the census.

But the people had other concerns to
air besides the-1980 census. As members
of the audience continued to line up at
the microphones, Leland decided to
abandon the agenda. '

"Instead of following the program, let
us think about the. reality of a black/

Shirley Kowitz is a freelance writer and a
reporter for the Fort Bend Mirror.



Silkwood vs. the nuclear industry

by Barbara Farrar Karkabi

Environmentalists, feminists and anti-nu-
clear groups all over the country are anx-
iously awaiting the outcome of a trial in
Oklahoma City that has been called, "the
trial of the century."

It is the $11.5 million suit by the estate
of the late Karen Silkwood against the
Kerr-McGee Corporation of Oklahoma.
Supporters of the Silkwood case feel that
the outcome will affect the development
of the nuclear industry in the U.S. The de-
cision will be handed down in a matter of
weeks, if not days.

As Judge Frank Theis said, when he
was introducing himself to the opposing
lawyers in a February 1978 hearing,
"There are a lot pf ghosts in this case and
I'm either going' to bury them once and
for all, or they're going to get up and walk,"

The "ghost" in question is Karen Silk-
wood, a factory employee at Kerr-McGee's trial comes to an end. It is not a question
plant. She died almost five years ago on Silkwood supporters say, of Silkwood vs.
Oklahoma State Highway 74 when her Kerr-McGee, rather, the whole nuclear
1973 Honda went off the road into a cul- industry is on trial.
vert killing the 28-year old driver instantly. The story began many years ago, in

Silkwood was on her way to an inter- Nederland, Texas, where young Karen
view with a New York Times reporter and Silkwood grew up surrounded by the giant
was allegedly carrying documents concern- Texaco, Mobil and Gulf oil refineries that
ing the health and safety conditions of the produce 10 percent of the nation's oil

II Kerr-McGee Corp.'s Cimarron River plant. supply.
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She became concerne~~ .•ally and
then completely with the health and safe-.
ty of the workers at the Kerr-McGee plant.
"She was just like that," her mother re-
calls, "even as a young girl, she was the
type of person that was trying to help
others."

One of her concerns was the fact that
Kerr-McGee would hire high school stu-
dents with no training and send them to
work.at.the lahs.~I:m_sure that must have

KAREN SILKWOOD February 19, 1946 - November 13,1974 s
ation than anyone at the plant," Merle
Silkwood recalls. ','He also said that he
wouldn't work at a nuclear plant for a
million dollars, because the government
just didn't have enough controls."

Karen was also placed in an acceler-
ated chemistry class, one of three girls
among 32 boys. The other two girls could
not keep up their grades and dropped out
causing Merle Silkwood to feel that "it
"", ..,n't ri.,h_t~for Karen.to.stav alone with
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was Introducing himself to, the opposing
lawyers in a February 1978 hearing,
"There are a IO,tof ghosts in this case and
I'm either going to, bury them once and
for all, ex they're going to,get up and walk,"

The "ghost" in question is Karen Silk-
WDDd, a factory employee at Kerr-McGee's
plant. She died almost five years ago' on
Oklahoma State Highway 74 when her
1973 Honda-went off the road into a cul-
vert killing the 28-year DIddriver instantly.

Silkwood was onher way to, an inter-
view with a New York Times reporter and
was allegedly carrying documents concern-
ing the health and safety conditions of the
Kerr-McGee CDrp.'S Cimarron River plant.
almost 30 miles north of Oklahoma City.
She was also, carrying proof ofthe produc-
tion of defective nuclear fuel rods at the
plant.

The documents Silkwood was carrying
we,re never found, although the last peo-
ple to, see Silkwood alive recounted in a
SWDrn affadavit that she was carrying a
brown manila folder and a large notebook.

There is no, substance more dangerous
to humans than plutonium. Exposure to
high' doses can sicken and kill and even
small doses can lie dormant for years and
produce cancer as much as 20 years later.
The lack of safeguards at the Kerr-McGee
plant was the cause of Silkwood's concern.

According to, reports by the Oklahoma
State Police, Silkwood fell. asleep at the
wheel and her car veered off the road ac-
cidentally. Silkwood supporters and many
other people around the country believe

. she was forced off the road.
After the accident, nationally known

auto-crash expert A.O. Pipkin Jr., of Dallas
was hired by the union of Oil, Chemical
and Atomic WDrkers International (OCAW)
to investigate the crash. Pipkin, an acci-
dent investigator, has done more than
2000 investigations and has testified in
300 court trials.

Pipkin's report says that a small, fresh
dent on the rear Bumper, indicated to, him
conclusively that the car had been struck
from behind by another vehicle.

The highway patrol disagrees and says
that the dent and scratches occurred when
the car struck the concrete culvert while
it was being moved by a wrecker. Pipkin
says that is not possible.

Although the mystery of Silkwood's
death may never be solved, many other
questions will soon be answered when the .

KAREN SILKWOOD February 19, 1946 - November 13,1974 Si
trial comes to, an end. It is not a question
Silkwood supporters say, of Silkwood vs.
Kerr-McGee, rather, the whole nuclear
industry is on trial.

The story began many years ago', in
Nederland, Texas, where young Karen
Silkwood grew up surrounded by the giant
Texaco" Mobil and Gulf oil refineries that
produce 10 percent of the nation's oil
supply.

It is the story of a family's fight to, prove
that their daughter's death was more than
just bad luck. It is a story of a small core
of supporters that resolutely refused to,
give up and over the years gained nation-
wide SUPPDrt.And lastly, it is the story of
a brave young woman who' had the cour-
age to,' take on Kerr-McGee, one of the
leaders in the nuclear industry.

ation than anyone at the plant," Merle
Silkwood recalls. '.'He also' said that he
wouldn't work at a nuclear plant for a
million dollars, because the government
just didn't have enough controls."

Karen was also' placed in an acceler-
ated chemistry class, one of three girls
among 32 bDYS.The other two' girls could
not keep up their grades and dropped out
causing Merle Silkwood to, feel that "it
wasn't right" for Karen to, stay alone with
the bDYS.But Merle says she was persuaded
by the chemistry teacher to, let Karen
continue. .

Silkwood went on to, college and stud-
ied medical technology, but after her first
year, eloped with Bill Meadows, a young
man she had met in Kilgore, Texas. They
subsequently had three children and di-

""There are, a lot of ghosts in this case and I'm
either going to bury them once and for all, or
they're going to sit up and walk."

- Judge Frank Theis

According to, Merle Silkwood, Karen's
mother, YDU can smell the chemicals in the
air when you wake up in Nederland. Over
the years they cause the paint to, peel on
houses and cars.

"The other day," she says, "one of our
neighbors was telling us that we were pol-
luting the atmosphere because we had a
small fire behind our house and I told her
it couldn't possibly make any difference
to our air, it's already so, bad."

Nederland is the kind of place that
would create both a belief in technology
and the potential for later disillusionment,

Silkwood was a serious studerit in high
SChDDIand excelled in science. Merle Silk-
WDDd adds that she took a course in phys-
ics her senior year in high school and was
especially interested in nuclear physics.

"I was talking to, her high SChDDIradia-
tion teacher recently and he was saying
that she probably knew more about radi-

vorced six years later.
Silkwood gave her husband custody of

the three children, saying they would have
. much more security in her husband's new
marriage. In 1972, she moved to, Oklahoma
City and began to, work at the Kerr-McGee
plant. Her parents and friends remember
that she was determined to make the plant
her career and all appeared to, go,well for
the first 20 months.

Shortly after, she was employed
Silkwood joined the union, unlike the
majority of the plant workers. Her mother
feels she may have done this out-of the
memory of her grandfather's stories about
the early organizing days of the OCAW in
the Nederland-Beaumont area.

In the late spring of 1974, Karen was
elected one of three governing committee
members of the OCAW10Gai. It was at this
point, her friends say, that her life changed
and would never be the same again.

She became concerned gradually and
then completely with the health and safe-
ty of the workers at the Kerr-McGee plant.
"She was just like that," her mother re-
calls, "even as a young girl, she was the
type of person that was trying to, help
others:"

One of her concerns was the fact that
Kerr-McGee would hire high SChDDIstu-
dents with no training and send them to,
work at the labs. "I'm sure that must have
upset Karen," her mother says, "she was
such a hard worker and perfectionist her-
self. She wouldn't like to, have anyone
working with her that didn't know what
they were doing.'

In the four years that the Kerr-McGee
plutonium plant had. been in operation,
there were 17 contamination incidents in-
volving 77 employees. According to a mem-
ber of the Silkwood investigation team,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has 75
violations listed in their files. .

The Silkwood trial revealed that, al-
though the link between plutonium and
cancer has been known for years, the
word cancer was mentioned only once in
the plant's handbook. Most of the workers
at the trial testified that they were un-
aware of the dangers.

Holes in workers' gloves were not un-
common and on several occasions con-

'taminated workers left the plant without
going through the process of decontami-
nation.

In the summer of 1974, Silkwood and
others began to, notice a production speed-
up and a lowering of safety standards. She
also' noticed a rapid personnel turnover,
which was attributed to, long (12 hour)
shifts. It was at this point that she began to,
take notes on various incidents inside the
plant.

But, it is specifically the last nine
of Silkwood's life, from November 5 to, I "
that concerns the Silkwood-Kerr-Mcflee
trial. Sometime- during that period, she
was contaminated by, what the Silkwood
lawyers claim, was eno ugh plutonium to,
have made her death by cancer inevitable.

Silkwood had already received a small
amount of'. contamination on the night "
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shift of July 31 and she reported this to
union officials in Washington, along with
her charges of defective fuel pins. It was at
this point that Karen was informed of the
link between plutonium and cancer and
the terrible dangers of contamination.

Steve Wodka, a young union official re-
acted strongly to her charges. "If they
were true," he said, '''the consequences
were very deep and very grave, not only
for the people in the plant, but for the en-
tire atomic industry and the welfare of
the country.

"If badly made pins were placed into a
reactor without deficiencies being caught,
there could be an incident exposing thou-
sands of people to radiation," he warned.

Karen was asked by union officials to
document health and safety violations,
which she did constantly. Her mother re-
calls Karen's boyfriend telling her that
Karen dropped from 112 pounds to 94
during that time.

But on November 5, things took a turn
for the worse. After a day of working in
the Metallography Lab, Silkwood was
found to have contamination on' her over-
alls of up ·to 20,000 disintegrations per
minute (Kerr-MeGee's limit is set at 500
dIm). She was taken to a shower for de-
contamination, a procedure that calls for
scrubbing three times with a mixture of
Tide and Clorox.

"By Thursday," she told her friends, "it
hurt to cry because the salt in my tears

L;....... J 'h1U"n",," rn,,~k1'" "

the 1Oth Circuit Court on appeal and the
, decision on that will be handed down in a
year. But, it will defmitively answer

i whether= a union member can be pro-
tected under the Civil. Rights Act. To
date, Kohn says, it has been used to pro-
tect minorities and women, but not
unions. .

Before the Silkwood-Kerr-McGee trial
even came to court, two judges had been
disqualified. Luther Eubank was disquali-
fied because, Kahn said, he made "out-
rageous statements" and Luther Bohan-:
non was once Senator Robert Kerr's (of
the Kerr-McGee Corp.) campaign manager.

-However, the Silkwood campseems to
be pleased with Wichita judge Frank Theis,
whom they say is "good on the law."

The trial opened last March 6, in Okla-
homa City.

"The Scopes trial (on the theory of
evolution) looks like a game of scrabble
compared to this. Clarence Darrow was
talking about freedom of thought to ex-
plore ideas. This trial is for the survival of
the species," said Garry Spence, one of
the Silkwood lawyers.

The trial is currently in its 10th week
and in mid-May the opposing lawyers will
present their cases to the jury before it
goes into deliberation. No one knows
how long that will take because the Silk-
wood and Kerr-McGee lawyers have been
"so far apart on so many issues," say
those close to the case.

Th"" ,..HffIlloTllInrop 'hptu.r,ppn thp turn. f.A".:IIft\"

Karen's parents MERLE and BILL SILKWOOD of Nederland, Texas

contaminated by plutonium and she was
crying her heart out," her mother remem-
bers. "I asked her what I could do and if
she wanted to come home and I remem-
ber her saying, 'there's nothing you can
do for me, it's a long, slow death.' There's
no telling just what that girl had on her

ing with those documents and it was prob-
ably a last ditch effort to stop her. The
question is, at what point does the intent
to harass become murder?"

Remembering the terror and grief of
that night, Merle Silkwood says, "We

. were all beside ourselves, if we'd really
1... _---. ...•..•••• .f."..,.,.. ••.• 4_ •••.• '-'0, •.1.4 ".11 ""."'lI"IJ'A .fI_.'Ir.t!'l.J,r•.•..•"ul ....ta .•••. "
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calls Karen's boyfriend telling her that
Karen dropped from 112 pounds to 94
during that time.

But on November 5, things took a turn
for the worse. After a day of working in
the Metallography Lab, Silkwood was
found to have contamination on' her over-
alls of up to 20,000 disintegrations per
minute (Kerr-MeGee's limit is set at 500
dIm). She was taken to a shower for de-
contamination, a procedure that calls for
scrubbing three times with a mixture of
Tide and Clorox.

"By Thursday,." she told her friends, "it
hurt to cry because the salt in my tears
burned my skin."

Fecal and urine samples taken Tuesday
and Wednesday showed the presence of
new levels of plutonium in her body. On
Thursday, November 7, she brought in
more samples that reached very high levels.
It was decided to check her apartment for
contamination.

A team from Kerr-McGee took prelim-
inary readings and found that the apart-
ment was "hot." The highest levels of con-
tamination appeared to be in the bath;'
room and the kitchen. And the hottest
items of all were the bologna and cheese
sandwiches in the refrigerator.

After her death, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission decided that someone had
contaminated both the urUle samples and
the items in the refrigerator.

Kerr-McGee has used this point to try
to prove that Silkwood contaminated the
samples herself. They have accused her of
being an unbalanced, hysterical young
woman obsessed with her union work and
willing to do anything to prove a point.

But, Niami Hanson, a local anti-nuclear
activist and member of the Mockingbird
Alliance says, "The charges that Kerr-
McGee made are ridiculous. Exposure to
plutonium gives cancer and that is a pain- .
ful way to die-no one would do that just
to embarrass a company."

The decontamination squad from the
plant removed everything from Silkwood's
apartment that showed signs of radiation
-including clothes and personal effects-
and stowed them in huge drums for burial.
After the traumatic experience of seeing.
her house stripped bare of its possessions,
Silkwood called her parents.

"The child told me that she had been

Karen's parents MERLE and BILL SILKWOOD of Nederland, Texas

contaminated by plutonium and she was
crying her heart out," her mother remem-
bers. "I asked her what I could do and if
she wanted to come home and I remem-
ber her saying, 'there's nothing you can
do for me, it's a long, slow death.' There's
no telling just what that girl had on her
shoulders."

Karen lived for six more days, but most
of that time was taken up with officials
of the NRC and Oklahoma State Health
Department, who were trying to figure out
the extent of her contamination.

From November 10 through Novem-
ber 12 Silkwood, her boyfriend Drew
Stephens and her roommate Sherri Ellis
were flown to Los Alamos, New Mexico,
where experiments' were made to see how
badly they had been contaminated.

The doctors were able to put Karen's
mind at ease, at least about the short-term
effect, not about the long-term dangers,
however.' .

On. November 13, the final day of
Silkwood's life, she met with union of-
ficials at a local cafe to discuss contract
negotiations. She told' them she was on
the way to meet union official Steve
Wodka and New York Times reporter
David Burham.

In a sworn affadavit, one of the union
officials stated, "Karen appeared to be
somewhat weary on that day, but she was
alert, speaking clearly and acting normally
and it would never have crossed my 'mind
that she could not drive the car safely."

Yet in less than an hour, Karen was
dead. In discussing whether Kerr-McGee
officials actually intended to have Karen
murdered, Diana Kohn, wife of Rolling
Stone writer Howard Kohn, the first re-
porter on the story says, "People feel that
she was definitely pushed off the road.

"But, the culvert could not be seen from
the road, so it was possible that the intent
to murder was not there. However, there
was enough circumstantial evidence to show
that they knew she was going to a meet-

ing with those documents and it was prob-
ably a last ditch effort to stop her. The
question is, at what point does the intent
to harass become murder?"

Remembering the terror and grief of
that night, Merle Silkwood says, "We
were all beside ourselves, if we'd really
been on our toes we would all have flown
immediately up there. But, we just did
not know what she had been involved in."

What the Silkwoods decided to do was
send a telegram requesting an autopsy.
But, Merle remembers that at 3 a.m. they
were called by the mortician who, she
says, "begged" them to fly up because
the government was taking her body to a
military hospital for an autopsy. "We had
asked for an autopsy," she said, "but they
just decided to go over our heads."

In retrospect, Merle Silkwood also re-
grets that they did not take pictures of
the place where Karen's car went off the.
highway. "There were skid marks where
Karen's car left the road. It wasn't two
weeks after she died that we passed the
spot and saw the county paving over that
tiny section of road. The county officials
said they had the repairs on the books for
two years, but I find it hard to believe
they just wanted to fix that little spot."

National attention was focused on
Silkwood's mysterious death almost im-
mediately and supporters gathered around
the Silkwood family. In November 1976,
after Justice Department and Congres-
sional inquiries foundered, Silkwood's
father filed an $11.5 million lawsuit which .
he hoped would resolve many of the un-
answered questions around his daughter's
death.

The suit charged that Kerr-McGee's
negligence resulted in Silkwood's contam-
ination which would have eventually led
to her death. Further, it accused' Kerr-
McGee of conspiring against the Civil
Rights Act by violating both her personal
rights and her rights as a union member.

The last two counts have been sent t,
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"The "Scopes triaC( on the theory 0
evolution) looks like a game of scrabble
compared to this. Clarence Darrow was
talking about freedom of thought to ex-
plore ideas. This trial is for the survival of
the species," said Garry Spence, one of
the Silkwood lawyers.

The trial is currently in its l Oth week
and in mid-May the opposing lawyers will
present their cases to the jury before it
goes into deliberation. No one knows
how long that will take because the Silk-
wood and Kerr-McGee lawyers have been
"so far apart on so many issues," say
those close to the case.

The difference between the two teams
of lawyers is another interesting aspect of
the trial. On the Silkwood side are four
lawyers, Danny Sheehan, Jim Ikard, Art
Angel and Gerry Spence. Sheehan has
been on the case from the beginning and
has mapped out the basic strategy and
been responsible for recruiting the other
members of the team.

A one-time protege of F. Lee Bailey,
the 33-year old Sheehan is a veteran' of
the Pentagon Papers trial. "I love this
case," he says, "I know it's a landmark
trial, but it is just one in a series of cases
that have to be tried for the public's good
and well-being."

Art Angel was the Federal 'Trade Com-
mission prosecutor in a 1977 funeral
home scandal and local counselor Jim
Ikard has been able to thwart Kerr-Me-
Gee's numerous attempts to get the case
dismissed.

These three young lawyers were re-
sponsible for recruiting Gerry Spence, a
Wyoming trial lawyer well-known for his
success. in personal injury cases. He is also
famous for his flamboyant courtroom
techniques, including his flaunting of a
brown stetson.

At first a skeptic, Spence was dubious
about getting involved in a "nuke trial"
but as his comment on the Scopes trial
indicates, he is now totally involved with
the case.

Kerr-McGee's chief counselor Bill Paul,
is the past president of the Oklahoma Bar
Association. He and the six other lawyers
on the case have been termed the "men in
gray" by Gerry Spence. And according to
Merle Silkwood, her husband Bill says,
"There is nothing more boring than

May 1979



Meet local anti-nuclear leaders
N iami Hanson is a concerned member.

and motivating force behind Mock-
ingbird Alliance, a local anti-nuclear
gr_oup. Mockingbird is affiliated with The'
Lone Star Alliance, a Texas umbrella
organization for state-wide anti-nuclear
activity groups.

"For 30 years the public has been told
nuclear power was clean, safe, and inex-
pensive. In reality, it is just the opposite.
People became aware of the truth about
nuclear energy after the Three-Mile Island
accident," Hanson explained.

"The strategy of Mockingbird is basi- .

NIAMI HANSON

cally the same as other anti-nuclear
groups. Teaching is the most important
activity. Most people don't understand
how we got nuclear energy, what the al-
ternatives are, or the powers behind it,"

by Kathryn Stewart MacDonald
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said Hanson. "The powers are corporate
and military government."

Hanson and a handful of other en-
vironmentally conscious citizens formed
Mockingbird in June 1978. The con-
sciousness-raising group has demonstrated
their concern through a number of pro-
jects.

Most recently, Mockingbird sponsored
an anti-nuclear rally at Hermann Park on
May 6·to coincide with the national march
on Washington proclaiming "No More
Harrisburgs. "

Mockingbird also initiated a demon-
stration at the Bay City power plant and
plans a state-wide rally at the construction
site on June 2.

On August 6, 1978, the group com-
memorated the 30th anniversary of the
bombings of Hiroshima, Japan. "The
devastatisng effects of the bomb still
linger . in Hiroshima," said Hanson.
"Cancer caused by radiation exposure
and birth defects are constant reminders
of the holocaust."

On October 29, 1978, a candlelight
vigil was held in memory of Karen Silk-
wood.

Hanson says the activities of Mocking-
bird are straight forward and to the point.
The goals are to halt construction of all
atomic power plants and facilities. Mock-
ingbird demands the phasing out of all
nuclear power plants currently operating.
They also support the promotion of con-'
servation of energy and the rapid imple-
mentation of solar and other renewable,
decentralized energy sources.

Although these are the goals of Mock-
ingbird, Hanson has her own personal and
moral beliefs concerning nuclear energy.

"In my opinion, those people who
participate in covering up nuclear acci-

_tJ...r:a.~ __""A r~~ __ 'L"~""_...-.t. .! •••.!_--..!_ .£..1_._.l......!o£...>-:1 1_..::1'- 'O-TJ .••..I£...'1.llQ.o.n..-. .•.•.,.._ .-=_....",..1 ~ __Lt.

dents and the nuclear industry's activi-
ties are personally and morally
responsible. I feel they are criminals,"
Hanson stated.

She referred to the Three-Mile-Is-

land incident at Harrisburg and the
government's total lack of response to
recommendations that pregnant women
be evacuated.
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NIAMIHANSON
cally the same as other anti-nuclear
groups. Teaching is the most important
activity. Most people don't understand
how we got nuclear energy, what the al-
ternatives are, or the powers behind it,"

SILKWOOD continued from the pre·'
ceding page

sitting day after day and listening to Bill
Paul. "

Basically, Kerr-McGee's position over
the years has been that Silkwood contam-
inated her apartment by herself and
either fell asleep at the wheel, due to an
overdose of sleeping pills or killed herself
because she did not have the proper doc-
uments to present to the Times reporter.

They appear to have made the trial a
series of personal attacks against Silkwood,

. saying that she was not liked by the other
workers, ~that they laughed at her, that
she was promiscuous and smoked mari-
juana.

Niami Hanson from Houston met a co-
worker of Silkwood's at a nuclear rally
she attended recently and recalled her
conversation with him -. "At one time he
said he was so proud to work for the
nuclear industry but now he saw it was all
just lies and terror. He said he had never
met anyone like Karen. She begged him
to stay on and fight Kerr-McGee, but he
refused. He said he would never again go
near or work for a nuclear plant."

The Silkwood team is taking two basic
positions and the results of these positions
will, they believe, have far-reaching ef-
fects on the nuclear industry.

According to Kohn, they are basing
everything on a doctrine called strict liab-
ility. This means that .if a company is
dealing with ultra-hazardous material,
they are responsible for all its effects.
Spence has pointed out that if you have a
lion in your backyard, you are respon-
sible whether it gets out or not.

~
"~
g
~

atomic power plants ani:Cl'acilities. MocK.-
ingbird demands the phasing out of all
nuclear power plants currently operating.
They also support the promotion of con-
servation of energy and the rapid imple-
mentation of solar and other renewable,
decentralized energy sources.

Although these are the goals of Mock-
ingbird, Hanson has her own personal and
moral beliefs concerning nuclear energy.

"In my opinion, 'those people who
participate in covering up nuclear acci-

Kerr-McGee's position is that it should
not be held to that standard. They refuse
to admit that the material they were han-
dling was ultra-hazardous. Further, they
say that the plant, which has been closed
since 1975, was run safely. .

But, Dr. Karl Morgan, a health and
physics expert, who testified in 1976
before a subcommittee of the House
Small Business Committee said that he
had "never known of an operation in this
industry so poorly operated from the
standpoint of radiation protection" than
the Cimarron plant. "

SIlence has been allowed to make a
case on the dangers of plutonium. Ac-
cording to Kohn, Kerr-McGee says that
the Silkwood team has to prov.e that they
had something to do with the actual con-
tamination. Under the law, the only way
to avoid being strictly liable is if Karen
contaminated herself, which is exactly
what Kerr-McGee lawyers are trying to
prove.

Kerr-McGee would also like to say that
the suit is more of a workman's compen-
sation case. But, according to Kohn, the
judge has indicated that he believes in the
law of strict liability ..

The other important issue, Danny
Sheehan says, is that Karen Silkwood
died nine days after she was contami-
nated, so there was not enough time to
determine if she had developed cancer.
The critical question is, was she injured at
the time of contamination or 20 years
later when she would have developed
cancer.

Dr. John Gofman, scientist and director
of the Committee for Nuclear Responsi-
bility, says that Silkwood was "married

of plutonium disappeared. They also con-
tend that" it can be located as residue in
the plant's pipes.

To further add to Kerr-McGee's prob-
lems, Anthony Mazzochi, vice-president
of the OCAW, testified that if there were
faulty fuel rods produced, as Silkwood al-
leged, it could cause the reactor meltdown
known as "The China Syndrome" and en-
danger millions of people. If both the
smuggling charges and the defective fuel
rods are proved true, the company could
be charged with criminal as well as other
civil penalties.

In fact, according to Diana Kohn, the
Fast Flux Nuclear Reactor in Hanford,
Washington, which was supplied with the
fuel rods, is scheduled to go on line in .
August. She says there is a big move in
the state to prevent its opening, until the
rods can be completely checked;

Danny Sheehan says that the Silkwood
case is important for a number ~f reasons.
He says that if the Silkwood team can
win on the strict liability point then all
nuclear facilities can be held to much
tougher standards.

"The whole history of the nuclear
movement shows that the government has
coddled the industry. The government

- actually had to coax people to build the
, first nuclear power plant," Diana Kohn

points out.
If the Silkwood lawyers win on the

strict liability point, it will allow contam-
inated residents near the Rocky Flats
plant in Colorado and the Three-Mile Nu-
clear facilit'{in Harrisburg to claim dam-
ages, Sheeh \,tays.

"So far, . he Three Mile Island facil-
ity," Sheehla oints out, "the authorities
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MADELINE BASS-FRAMSON

12Houston Breakthrough Houst

to lung cancer, it was an inevitable pro-
cess." If the jury agrees, Silkwood would
be the first recognized victim of radiation.
Sheehan adds, "If the case reaches the
Supreme Court, radiation could be offi-
cially classed as a 'public health hazard'."

"This is a very important point," Diana
Kohn says.v'and has never been addressed
before. It will clear up the whole issue of
the Navajo uranium miners. Cancer has
killed 18 out of 100 of the miners in Kerr-
McGee's uranium mine near Shiprock,
New Mexico and 21 others are feared dy-
ing. But, so far, Kerr-McGee officials have
refused to accept responsibility."

Several other facts have been revealed
during the trial. One of them caused
Spence to demand that the Silkwood
claim be increased from $11.5 million to
$70 million. This was due to testimony
made by Al Valentine, the man in charge
of the development of the plant's health
manual.

Valentine denied that he minimized
cancer risks to nuclear plant workers
when he wrote, "Radtation is safe." 01.

page 1 of the manual. He also refused to
accept that there is a direct link between
plutonium and cancer.

"It showed the worst corporate misrep-
resentation I've ever seen," said Spence.
"It didn't anger me, it outraged me:"

In another dramatic moment, a former·
plant supervisor testified that 40 pounds
of plutonium was missing from the plant
during that period and Karen, he said,
knew about it.

Plutonium is the key ingredient in nu-
clear bombs and raises the specter of a
black market in plutonium. Kerr-McGee
officials say that a much smaller amount
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Madeline Bass-Framson's involvement
in anti-nuclear activities began years

ago before the public .had any awareness
of atomic power plants and facilities.
Today Framson, one of the most active
environmentalists in the state, is directly
involved in the issue of nuclear develop-
ment. -

Framson is a member of the Board
of Trustees for the Texas Committee
on Natural Resourc~s. She is currently
involved in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) hearings concerning
the proposed development of an Allens
Creek nuclear power plant.

"The proposed nuclear power plant
is located near one of the most rapidly

sent to Sheldon Wolfe, Chair, Atomic -
Safety and Licensing Board, Washing-
ton, D.C., 20555

The chair will automatically send
notification of the pre-hearing date to
all those who write. At this time the NRC
has not scheduled the pre-hearing for the
proposed Wallis site, but this event will _
take place' within the next few months.

"Theitotal biosphere-air, water, soil,
food, health and economic aspects of our
environment-will be affected by these
decisions. I urge everyone to participate,"
Framson said. "I strongly feel that if
enough people make their views known
to the government, on all levels, the
government will respond. In Latin, Vox

"For 30 years the public has been told that
nuclear power was clean, safe and inexpensive.
In reality, it is just the opposite ..."-

growing and densely populated Houston
areas," Framson said. "This is a local
issue of concern to everyone in the area
because the plant is to be located in
Wallis, Texas, 45 aerial miles from the
downtown Houston Harris County Court-
house.

"The NRC considers anyone within a
50-mile radius of a nuclear power plant as
having 'good standing' for participa-
tion in the hearings. The NRC feels
the population within' this radius will be
burdened by the greatest environmental
impact," explains Framson.

The longtime community-spirited
leader emphasized that concerned in-
dividuals do not need to be an expert to
participate in the hearings. "Everyone
can be involved because everyone is af-
fected, " Fransom stressed.

"The only requirement for participa-
tion in the NRC hearings is to send a
letter or post card to the Atomic Safety
Licensing' BOard. The letter or card
should express your desire to present an
oral or written statement before the com-
mission," Framson said. The letter can be

Populi means the voice of the people.
I think it means the power of the
people."

Individuals who oppose nuclear power
can support the Markey Weaver Amend-
ment. This legislation proposes a halt for
six months on grants for the construction
of new nuclear power plants. Other legis-
lation to prevent nuclear power plant dev-
elopment through a five-year moratorium
is the Nuclear Reappraisement Act. In-
terested persons can write to the elected
officials listed below:

Senator John Tower-
The Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C., 20510

U. S. Rep. Bob Eckhardt
House Office Building
Washington,D.C. 20515

Kathryn Stewart McDonald, staff report-
er for The Beacon, became involved with
the anti-nuclear movement after learning
of government nuclear test sites in her
former home, the Trust Territory of
Micronesia,

are saying, sure we radiated you, but it there was the Three-Mile.Jsland.Jncident ..
.,

JanCarson
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eader emphasizedthat concerned in- Washington, D.C. 20510
dividuals do not need to be an expert to
participate in the hearings. "Everyone
can be involved because everyone is af-
fected, " Fransom stressed.

"The only requirement for participa-
tion in the NRC hearings is to send a
letter or post card to the Atomic Safety
licensing Board. The letter or card
should express your desire to present an
oral or written statement before the com-
mission," Framson said. The letter can be

U. S. Rep. Bob Eckhardt
House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Kathryn Stewart McDonald, staff report-
er for The Beacon, became involved ~ith
the anti-nuclear movement after learning
of government nuclear test sites in her
former home, the Trust Territory of
Micronesia.

are saying, sure we radiated you, but it
wasn't that bad a dose. They won't be
able to say that any longer."

In addition, the nuclear power indus-
try· has been solely .controlled by the
government, Sheehan says. He believes
that this will change and local citizens
will become more involved in overseeing
the controls and workings of nuclear
plants.

So, what will the verdict on the Silk-
wood case be? Diana Kohn .says, "Ther~
will be a lot of surprised people in the
courtroom, including the judge, if -the
Silkwoods lose."

Merle Silkwood agrees and adds' that
she hasn't even allowed herself to think
of losing, but she also feels}, "If we had
held the trial anyplace .but m Oklahoma
City, our winning would have been cer-
tain. But, those jurors are going to have
to live with Kerr-MeGee's pressure all
their lives-and that's a frightening
thought."

Sheehan says he is "virtually con-
vinced" that if Kerr-McGee loses they will
appeal the case and take it straight to the
Supreme Court. The nuclear industry
"can't afford not to," he says.

The Silkwoods say they will continue
with the suit for as long as they have the
money. ~'I guess you might say it eases
the pain of her death. We stili miss her
verr much, her deathlike to killed our
daughter Rosemary," Merle Silkwood
says.

"We also feel it's important to let peo-
ple know how unsafe nuclear plants are:
When we rust started there was only
Karen's case to prove it. Since then people
have seen The China Syndrome and

there was the Three-Mile Island incident, .
so I think they are more aware now."

Whatever happens, it is almost certain .
that the nuclear power industry will never
be the same again and it is just as certain,
that the name of Karen Silkwood will be
remembered for a long time.

"She is a martyr to the labor, feminist
and anti-nuclear movements," says Niami
Hanson.

"There have been several people who
have told us that her name will appear in
the history books as someone who helped
her country," says Merle Silkwood. "I be-
lieve she has done more good than anyone
will ever know. She was fixing to come
home you know, but she never did."

Accolades aside, Karen Silkwood was a
woman who saw what was wrong and set
out to do something about it.

Over the next few years, Texas will
start building no less than five nuclear
plants. Two of them will be very near
Houston-the Allen Creek site in Wallis,

45 miles from downtown Houston and
the South Texas Nuclear Facility in Bay
City, said to be thelargest in the world.

, And if we think that the Kerr-McGee-
Karen Silkwood case is an isolated inci-
dent, rumors from Bay City, of beatings,
intimidations of building inspectors,
bribery, construction -flaws and a citi-
zens group to investigate these allegations,
indicate that there may be many more
chapters to the story started by Karen
Silkwood.

Barbara Karkabi is a staff reporter for
the Houston Westside Reporter.

JanCarson
Houston's Choice fo~ News.

S and 6 p.m.
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Sometimes early on
mornings long before
the others wake,
Iopen my eyes, and
through the window
streams the same

Tonight I feel the scars pure light I saw
I watch the swallows tracing of your body cut deeply as a child not yet
circular patterns across into mine, because you too able to speak,
the vault of this dream, have listened for the cry hungry for your face
my eyes full of the mist and risen in the dark to suspended over mine; .
that falls here long before dark answer the nursing child and I still hear you
gathering together. these hills for whom you were first lover. singing the old French tunes,

'= clasine.araundsus And.each.ai.us.knaws rocking me back to peace •

Our People Woman, Dance July
In memory of Virginia Tromblay Fesler

For more years than I can remember,
the crops have failed
in this land where rain is a fugitive;
and the people in my blood have
lived in houses cut from the earth.

It is a cold clear night
lit by a half-moon;
don't praise me for my pout,
don't reduce my size
by calling me lovely;
I have wasted too many years
'in that disguise.

I have dreamed of you
every night for a week,
having almost forgotten
and then remembering'
in my burning throat
how we buried you last summer
at the end of the dusty road
where sixty years before
you were married.

In SUmmer children here have
always made music from the
rhythm of the long days,
and the women in my veins
have learned ·to make banquets
from meagre tables.

Make my heels wings,
my pulse light;
give my bone-chilling
laugh and black hair
power to destroy the
simpering old husk.

Our house is old and white
and wears the layers of
the lives it knew with the
same pride you showed
when recounting your
immigrant years and the
long winter when
you bore my mother.

More than once in spring blizzards
the cattle have been lost,
and more than once the winter-born
child, in a room with no stove,
has died at the breast,

Let me be as strong
as my sisters at the plow,
fearless as my sisters
at the front;

_ Let us sing and dance
on our way,
we who are pathfinders
and warriors, mapmakers
and sowers of green
new worlds.

Your hand-tatted sheets
cover our bed and
the quilt you made
for my crib now
covers my son;
photos of you peer
down at us as we
fill this house with
the voices of our joy.

Yet we have been more than survivors;
all the best I will ever be
lies rooted in the earth
where my grandmother sleeps,
on a prairie swept clean of trees,
under harsh, cloudless sky,
where wheat flows in waves
over the first sad houses,
and the dust of the dead
sings under the blade of the plow.

Let us sail out,
always together,
forging our own
fiery roads
through the night.

For the Woman in My Lover's Soul
for Steve

The Secret Room



Sometimes early on
mornings long before
the others wake,
Iopen my eyes, and
through the window
streams the same
pure light I saw
as a child not yet
able to speak,
hungry for your face
suspended over mine; .
and I still hear you
singing the old French tunes,
rocking me back to peace
in that yellow room
I will never find again..

For the Woman in My Lover's Soul
for Steve

The Secret Room

I watch the swallows tracing
circular patterns across
the vault of this dream,
my eyes full of the mist
that falls here long before dark
gathering together these hills
closing around us.

Tonight I feel the scars
. of your body cut deeply
into mine, because you too
have listened for the cry
and risen in the dark to
answer the nursing child
for whom you were first lover.
And each of us knows
what it is to look for
meaning in the tasks at hand;
the house with its relentless pulse
and its eternaloven once
covered us over with its
heavy air and the treadmill
of our cleaning, polishing
and beginning again.

For such a long time now
I have lived in this world
of women whose voices are
the tender closing of your hand
around my shattered heart.

But tonight I walked along
quiet streets fragrant
with sycamores in
the still summer air,
and the man I love
touched me with his
low rambling voice
while locusts droned,
and the soft outlines
of cats leapt lightly
out of the dark.

And I know that
the hearty man's laugh,
his swaggering, steady gait

are alien to this place
I have shared only with
these soft round shapes.

But now while our men
wait for us upstairs
wondering at the number
ofjobs we find to do
down here so late at night,
together our bodies
make a new shelter
hidden in the high grass
along the river where
we create life, and
hands that have served
the will of the house,
lips that have smiled for
happiness defined as duty,
breasts that have fed
many outsiders can now
be joined for primal joy,
for the glory in the dance,
and in celebration of
our perfect silence.

But I have seen in your
darkest time and place
the one I have been,
the same famished child
who searches his barren house
for the woman waiting
so long suspended in
the chrysalis of her cell.

I have found her in
the fragile corners of your smile,
heard her, a pale brown bird,
singing inside the smooth bones
of your chest. '

And as she comes to us now
across so many years
and miles of pain
gathering in her cupped hands
the melting fire of your tears.

Teresa Anderson, Speaking in Sign, West End Press, 1979,
Cambridge, MA. 32 pages, $1.50 and $.25 postage from
Blue Heron Books, 2114 Mason, Houston, Texas 77006.
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There is a new breed of poets thriving on the .
plains of the Great Midwest/Southwest and they
are the West End Poets. Teresa Anderson is one of
them, and her songs course through the dust bowl
air like pollen, fertile and fair.

This poet has come of age in the Aquarian age,
when she can write freely now of the years of
"trying in maidenly despair to create or falsify
curves and later smoothing over bumps and hating
the irregular face with its flaws." She has con-
fronted the shadow and transformed it. "Yes,"
she says, "we are all afraid,/but when fear is
shared,/it is changed. Now you and I here are/
talking without masks/in this darkening room,/and
when wejoin hands,/we burst into flame." (Talking
With A New Woman).

Her love poems are so delicately sensual that one
feels the flesh quiver reading them: "touch me', yes,
in the thicket/and let the wood thrust be our judge;/
never mind the lunatic wind/roaring through pines/
listen to locusts,/ close your eyes,/feel the' grass
with your toes;/that is so good!" (Breaking Out)
Her lovers are legion: :inen, women, children; and
she is true to them all. -

But most of.all, she is true to her blood. Her fra-
gilegreat -aunt Delphine, prairie woman from Damar,
Kansas, is breathed alive again in Delphine

j':-~

they come back, the man
with his bawdy laugh,
hands reaching for
sweet, home-made wine
and eyes following the
woman, a diminutive,
green-eyed girl now,
just come from the wedding dance,
who stands uncertainly at
the parlor door, wondering
at the crude sound of his English,
picturing a cradle by the stov
and wishing he would rem
thepins from her heavy da.< hair.



My first and last mother is the Midwest with her endless dry seas and harsh wind and
.her small, fragile towns that somehow manage to cling to life after every emergence from
her howling winters. I have been saved from the narrow, smothering confinement of these
places by the rising of women all over the lando;Our growing strength and collective voice
have. been my refuge for an end to the oppression of all people everywhere. Poetry is just
one of the tools we have forged for this struggle we will win. - Teresa Anderson

with-h-isbawClylaugli,
hands reaching for
sweet, home-made wine
and eyes following the
woman, a diminutive,
green-eyed girl now,
just come from the wedding dance,
who stands uncertainly at
the parlor door, wondering
at the crude sound of his English,
picturing a cradle by the stove
and wishing he would remove
thepins from her heavy dark hair.

In Alone After Sixty Years, three months after
her grandmother's death, her grandfather catches
himself late at night "preparing her morning tray,
turning back/in the dark closet to touch again/the
dusty jersey of her Sunday dress."

These people are soil and salt, whose lives were
"lived in houses cut from the earth." Anderson's
poems reincarnate them from the soil, where "the
dust of the dead/sings under the blade of the
plow." (Our People) They are dignified by their
work, by the labor of their hands, and by the
songs sung to them in these poems.

We are reminded of lusty men and women,
"wrapped in blankets of corn liquor and smoke,!
who played harmonica and danced through the
thirties,/drove Model T's 'til they broke down near
Gallup,/who thumbed their way West and jumped
freighters/whistling out-bound so.far from home."
(Woman's Blues Okie Style) History is alive and,
well in these poems, and work is honest and hard.

Anderson says on the cover that she "has been
saved from the narrow, smothering confinement
of these places by the rising of woman all over the
land." There is no sense of confinement here.
These poems are free as the Kansas-Oklahoma-Texas
air where they and Anderson pulse their lifeblood,
and endless as the ea~h that spawned them.

--

-

Mary McAnally
Cardinal Press ,-..
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Nestle bO~~Q!!JUd~Qill~~anto Texas
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Why should there be any issue whether or
not the Nestle Company of Vevey, Switz-
erland, is responsible for the illness and
death of many Third World babies? Cer-
tainly there is no question of intention;
rio one has found strychnine or arsenic in
their baby formula; Lactogen, and natur-
ally it is to their advantage to have more
rather than fewer hungry mouths to con-
sume their product. But a cause-and-effect
relation is hard to deny.

The situation, in brief, is this: Birth-
rates are declining in many developed
countries; there is a tendency to return to
breast-feeding. Partly for these reasons,
no doubt, the makers of baby formula
have been promoting their products wide-
ly and aggressively in the Third World,
where birthrates are still increasing.

-Gracia Fay Ellwood
The Reformed Journal

Advertising campaigns by large western
companies are trying to convince mothers
in Third World countries to substitute
powdered formula for their own mille.
The mothers getting the message are not
undernourished, unhealthy women in fam-
ine areas, but mothers in big city slums
and in villages throughout Africa, Asia
and Latin America. Representatives from
western corporations like Bristol-Myers,
Borden's, and Nestle pose as health au-
thorities to persuade women that the best
diet for their child is powdered formula,
not breast-feeding. .

The seriousness of this problem was
recognized as early as 1969, although it
gained widespread attention in the United
States only in the mid-70's.

Only now has the issue reached Texas.

Joining their- counterparts coast to coast
Texas women are organizing groups and
communities to fight this threat to the

• health and lives of the world's infants.
More information against bottle feed-

ing of Third World infants is being pro-
duced daily. "My interpretation of the
scientific evidence leaves absolutely no
doubt in my mind that bottle feeding is a
major cause of morbidity and mortality
in developing countries'," states Dr.
Michael Latham of Cornell University's
Division of Nutritional Science.

From data collected in seven Punjab
villages, Drs. D. B. and E. F. P. Jelliffe
(Human Milk in the Modern World)
showed that the infant mortality rate in
the artificially fed was 950~per 1000 live
births compared with 120 in the breast-
fed.

Scientific evidence demonstrates that
even under optimal conditions the bottle-
fed baby is two-to-three times more likely
to encounter significant diseases than its
breast-fed counterpart. This difference is
far more dramatic in the impoverished en-
vironments of the Third World.

A 1978 World Health Organization re-
port explains why:

"The probability of mothers having
access to clean water is low ... and
preparation of formulas will almost
inevitably lend itself to contamina-
tion, ... Mothers who become de-
pendent upon breastmilk substitutes
are often unable to purchase {fie
quantity of commercially-prepared
products that would be needed ...
Over-dilution of what little can be ,
afforded is a well-known solution
turned to by many mothers ... Its

results are disastrous for the health
of the child ... "
Twenty years ago, 95 percent of

"Chilean mothers breast-fed their children
beyond the first year of life; by 1969 on-
ly 6 percent did so, and only 20 percent
of the babies were nursed for as long as
two months, TIi.Singapore breast-feeding
rates among poor families plummeted
from 71 percent in 1951 to 5 percent in
1971. Trends are similar "throughout the
developing world, and so the cost in lives
is enormous. Studies in Chile, for exam-
ple, show that death rates are significantly
higher for bottle-fed infants than for
breast-fed babies. And as formula feeding
rises, the average age for the onset of in-
fant malnutrition has dropped from 18
months to eight.

Why then, is breast-feeding declining,
in some cases precipitously? Among the
most commonly cited explanations are:
urbanization and the increasing number
of women in the organized workforce,
modernization which seems to have glori-
fied the feeding bottle 'as a symbol of
status and prestige, and the unbridled
commercial promotion of infant formulas
by American, European and Japanese
multinational corporations. This last fac-
tor has been at the center of a stormy
international controversy that has pitted
the industry against a variety of health
professionals, public interest groups and
social justice activists.

In January 1977, these groups formed
a coalition to organize a grass-roots cam-
paign to halt the unethical promotion of
infant formula by multinational corpora-
tions in developing countries. They called
themselves INFACT, the Infant Formula

Action Coalition.
The following July, a boycott of all

Nestle products was announced by
INFACT and the Third World Institute in
Minneapolis, Minnesota. (Being a Swiss
company, Nestle is not subject to share-
holder resolutions, lawsuits or U. S.legis-
lation-tactics used successfully with
American companies such as Borden's,
Abbott and Bristol-Myers.)

Their demands were: (1) immediately
stop all promotion of Nestle artificial for-
mula, (2) stop mass media advertising of
formula, (3) stop distribution offree sam-
ples to hospitals, clinics, and homes of
newborn, (4) discontinue the Nestle milk
nurses, and (5) stop promotion through
the medical profession. The boycott soon
spread to other cities and became the fo-
cus of citizen action programs throughout
the United States.

The campaign now lists over 200 co-
opera ting organizations and hundreds of-
individual organizers. Most organizers are
women, many of whom have never been
involved in a cause before.

Ralph Nader had predicted that the
campaign would "likely become a major
cause in the corporate responsibility
movement throughout the world." The
boycott is now estimated to be the largest
non-union boycott in U. S. history.
. The efforts of organizations against

the formula promotion served to increase
public awareness in the U. S. and a nation-

. wide letter-writing campaign was started.
This campaign resulted in hearings by the
U. S. Senate Subcommittee on Health
and Scientific Research on May 23, 1978,
with Sen. Edward Kennedy as chair.
The hearings gave Third World doc-
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thorities to persuade women: that1:l1el)e8t
diet for their child is powdered formula,
not breast-feeding. .

The seriousness of this problem was
recognized as early as 1969, although it
gained widespread attention in the United
States only in the mid-70's.

Only now has the issue reached Texas.

tion, ... Mothers who become de-
pendent upon breastmilk substitutes
are often unable to purchase {fie
quantity of commercially-prepared
products that would be needed ...
Over-dilution of what little can be
afforded is a well-known solution
turned to by many mothers ... Its

protesslOnals;-public-interescgroups-an
social justice activists.

In January 1977, these groups formed
a coalition to organize a grass-roots cam-
paign to halt the unethical promotion of
infant formula by multinational corpora-
tions in developing countries. They called
themselves INFACT, the Infant Formula

'th"e-formwa promotion serveatoincrease
public awareness in the U. S. and a nation-

. wide letter-writing campaign was started.
This campaign resulted in hearings by the
U. S. Semite Subcommittee on Health
and Scientific Research on May 23, 1978,
with Sen. Edward Kennedy as chair.
The hearings gave Third World doc-
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tors, nurses, medical experts and critics,.
and the formula companies the opportun-
ity to 'present their testimonies.

Kennedy asked the subcommittee
"Can a product which requires clean
water, good sanitation, adequate family
income and a literate parent to follow
printed instructions be properly and safe-
ly used in areas where water is contamin-
ated, sewage runs in the streets, poverty is
severe and illiteracy is high? ... When ec-
onomic incentives are in conflict with
public health requirements' how shall that
conflict be resolved? Is it enough to es-
tablish a code for product use and disown

'or turn away from the realities of product
use?"

Four years before the Senate hearing,
a Roman Catholic order, the Sisters of

. the Precious Blood became concerned.
Share-holders in the Bristol-Myers corpor-
ation which manufactures and markets
Enfamil and Olac infant formulas, they
asked the same questions of their corpor-:
ation. They filed a shareholder's resolu-
tion in December 1974 asking for infor-
mation on the company's promotion and
sales practices in the Third World. At first
Bristol-Myers refused to give the informa-
tion. Later, they asserted in.a proxy state-
ment that "infant formula products are
neither intended nor promoted for private
purchase where chronic poverty or ignor-
ance could lead to product misuse or·
harmful effects."

After making their own investigation,
gathering extensive affidavits from pedia-
tricians and nutritionists in 15 impover-
ished countries, the order had proof that
sales to private persons and abuse of
Bristol-Myer's products were widespread ..
Alter attempting settlement through
negotiations, the nuns filed suit in April
1976.
• The suit was dismissed a year later on

the grounds that whether or not asser-
tions in the company's proxy statement
were true, the sisters were not caused "ir-
reparable harm." Nevertheless, Bristol-
Myers and the nuns reached an out-of-
court settlement in which the firm prom-
ised it would send to all stockholders a re-
port on infant formula misuse prepared
by the religious order at the Interfaith
Center (a coalition of church groups).
The company also promised to end "all
consumer-directed formula promotion in
the hospital. home and clinic as well as in

s
«They were hired to look like nurses and
to promote formula-to exploit every
mother's desire to do what's best for her
baby-regardless of what the cost in babies'
lives might be.

"The cost is staggering. For in places
where pure water and knowledge of steril-
izing procedures are scarce, artificial milk
formula (which lacks natural antibodies
found in mother's milk) is like a loaded
gun. Improperly prepared, the bottle is a
breeding ground for bacteria that cause
acute diarrhea, malnutrition . . . and
death.

"The infant formula peddlers are pro-
tecting a billion dollars a year in sales to
Third World countries."

The response from American milk
companies has been varied. Abbott La-
boratories, makers of Similac and Isomil,
revised their code of marketing ethics and
took their saleswomen out of nurses' uni-
forms. The most prompt and thorough re-
sponse came from the Borden company,
which completely withdrew all promo-
tion of KLIM, their milk for nursing
babies. American companies, albeit grudg-
ingly, responded to public pressure and
agreed to make-some concessions.

Such was not the case with the Nestle
company, the largest seller of infant
formula in developing -countries.

Following the 1976 international con-
ference, Nestle claimed to have taken
milk nurses out of white uniforms. They
are now in colored. uniforms. Nestle
claimed to have withdrawn direct media
advertising in Africa in 1976 and not to
have advertised at all in Latin America.
They also claimed to be stressing the im-
portance of breast-feeding on labels and
promotional literature.

Evidently, these claims are not all to
be trusted. Extensive TV and radio adver-
tising for Nestle's Lactogen was reported
throughout 1976 and 1977 in Malaysia,
Rhodesia and Liberia. Several reports de-
scribe Nestle formula posters in local
stores in Guatemala and Honduras and
newspaper ads in Uruguay. The Malaysian
newspaper Utusan Konsumer reported on
a Nestle-sponsored baby show in October
1978 four months after Nestle claimed
to have suspended all direct consumer ad-
vertising. \

Since the irresponsible promotion of
infant formula has continued, Sen. Ken-
_.,.....1.•.r hnn ron),.Art __f_'h.A-Ulo_-r.1.,..1~U~olth_{)"(J'::In1 ...

NOSTALGIC CLOTHING

~
452 W. 19th St. (in The Heights)

. 868- 3052 .Open 11-6Mort-Sat. ~

Introducing the Oldsmobile of small cars ...

1980 'Omega

The small car just grew up. 22 to 38 miles per
gallon ...from $4887.00

SAM WHITE OLDSMOBILE
P.O. Box 3690.9

830.1 Beechnut at Southwest freeway
Houston, Texas 770.36

(713) 776-780.0.
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f"'" a negohations, tlii nuns ·med suit in April
1976.

The suit was dismissed a year later on
the grounds that whether or not asser-
tions in the company's proxy statement
were true, the sisters were not caused "ir-
reparable harm." Nevertheless, Bristol-
Myers and the nuns reached an out-of-
court settlement in which the firm prom-
ised it would send to all stockholders a re-
port on infant formula misuse prepared
by the religious order at the Interfaith
Center (a coalition of church groups).
The company also promised to end "all

'consumer-directed formula promotion in
the hospital, home and clin.ic as well as in
more public places."

In the summer of 1976 an internation-
al conference was held in Switzerland to
plan strategies for continuing the struggle.
In the United States, 19 members of
Congress co-sponsored a resolution calling
for an investigation of American formula
companies. Church groups submitted fur-
ther resolutions to American companies
calling for major revisions in their market-
ing codes for Third World countries,
These companies were asked to end their
practice of providing "free samples to new
mothers in hospitals and at home.

Formula companies were also asked to
discontinue their practice of puttingtheir
saleswomen in nurse's uniforms, thus im-
plying that such women; were a part of
the medical community. Such "milk
nurses" were commonly sent to visit
Third World women upon, the birth of
their infants.

"But the 'milk nurses' weren't hired
just to work as nurses," points out Doug-
las A. Johnson, national chair oflNFACT.
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Evidently, these claims are not all to
be trusted. Extensive TV and radio adver-
tising for Nestle's Lactogen was reported
throughout 1976 and 1977 in Malaysia,
Rhodesia and Liberia. Several reports de-
scribe Nestle formula posters in local
stores in Guatemala and Honduras and
newspaper ads in Uruguay.The Malaysian
newspaper Utusan Konsumer reported on
a Nestle-sponsored baby show in October
1978, four months after Nestle claimed
to have suspended all direct consumer ad-
vertising. \

Since the irresponsible promotion of
infant formula has continued, Sen. Ken-
nedy has asked the World Health Organi-
zation to examine the findings of the U. S.
Senate hearings. WHO has agreed to host
'a conference to bring Third World health
personnel, medical authorities, the indus.-
try and industry critics together in Gene-
va, Switzerland, in October, 1919.

This three-day conference in Geneva
could result in the' development of a
strong policy on formula marketing, and
an enforceable international monitoring
system to ensure that marketing codes
and policies are enacted. The conference
could result in an effective control over
'the indiscriminate and dangerous market-
ing of infant formula in developing coun-
tries. . .

While many conferences have been
held on this problem previously; this rep-
resents the first time that industry critics
will be afforded an official role. It is also
the first time that. Third World health
people can enter a conference on any is-
sue related to hunger with a strong ally-a
grass-roots campaign of growing reputa-
tion and internationalcharacter.

The products boycotted include the following: Nescafe, Nestea, Quik, 'Crunch
chocolate bars, Taster's Choice and DeCaf coffee, Soup time, and the products of
affiliates: Libby, Stouffer, Crosse & Blackwell, Maggi, Swiss Knight cheese and Deer
'Park Mountain Spring Water. "

INFACT has received two large grants to encourage participation in the boycott.
One grant, for $7,500, came from Ms. magazine, and one for $5,000 came from the
Dominican Fathers, a portion of which was earmarked for Texas. Materials and rep-
resentatives were sent to Houston, Dallas, Austin and San Antonio to strengthensup-
port against formula promotions. '

A new chapter of INFACT is being formed in Houston. Contact INFACT, 4415
O'Meara, Houston TX 77035"or call Judy Hopkinson at 721-6476.

nUW::Hon,1 eXHS 1(036 :

(713) 776-7800KAY LITTLE
776-7800

"Southern Broadcasting Company (KVlF
Radio) has immediate openings for ex-
perienced radio sales people. Sales ex-
perience in other related advertising
fields' may be acceptable. Apply by. call-
ing Jack Collins at 6547900.
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KULF IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
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Loraine Elms
CONTINUING / TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE

URBAN / REGIONAL PLANNING RESEARCH, CORPORATE

PUBLIC AFFAIRS, ALTERNATIVE FUTURES METHODOLOGY,

FORECASTING, REPORT WRITING, SCENARIOS, EDITING,

LIBRARY RESEARCH

713/926-3084

.71 3 / 921 -4446
2426 LIDSTONE

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77023

- ~

UnWfRSITY Of HOUSTon'
SUNDRY SCHOOL

SUNDRY
SCHOOL Take a class in ...

arts & crafts, dance, eating & drinking, languages, music,

person~1 development, physical activities, special interest

REGISTRATION MAY 30
;.
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LEGISLATIVE ~LERT/UPDATE continued from page 2

Family Violence

S.B. 182-- Jack Ogg, Houston
H.B. 754--Larfce Lalor

This Senate bill passed on May 10. It proposes to increase the marriage license
. fee from $7.50 to $11.50 in order to generate $750,000 a year for the state

health department's operation of 12 battered spouse shelters.

The House bill would increase marriage license fees by $2.50. $2.00 of this
amount would go to a "domestic violence fund for the sole purpose of providing
services and shelter to victims of domestic violence and their families." The bill
is still in the House Committee on Intergovernmental Affairs.

H.B. 1o75-Lance Lalor and others
S.B. 594-Chet Brooks

These bills, which. will become effective as law September 1, 1979, provide
state aid for community shelters for the victims of domestic violence and their
families. The Department of Human Resources will be able to use what funds
are available to expand services at Texas shelters. Victims of family violence
will be able to seek temporary protective court orders without filing for divorce
or filing a lawsuit.

H.B. 558-Bill Presnal

This is a general appropriations bill which includes many areas. The Senate
Finance Committee, at the urging of Senator Chet Brooks, added $200,000 each
year (1980-81) to the Department Of Human Resources budget for funding
family violence activities. This money will be used to fund the provisions of H.B.
1075 .. Senate and House conferees are now working out the differences in their
bills. I

H.B. 1o76--Lance Lalor and others
S.B. 595--Chet Brooks

These bills would allow members of a household to seek a court order restraining
another family member from abusing them. The court could award an abused
family member temporary custody of the children, possession of the house, or .
support payments during a "cooling-off" period. If the abuser physically
threatens or injures a family membef, the violation of the protective order is a
criminal offense. RB. 1076 has been scheduled for calendar placement. S.B. 595
is in a subcommittee

S.B. 529--0scar Mauzy

This bill, which was sent to the Governor, May 4, would require a peace officer
or magistrate, whenever they know of a threat to the person or property of a
spouse, to take action necessary to protect the spouse. The Governor must
sign or veto the bill within 10 days.

Equal Rights Amendment
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Store Open 9 AM ..7 PM Serving Until 6 PM
For Faster Service Phone Orders Ahead

416 Westhelmer Houston, Texas 528-8901

50 0 & ddughter
d feminist store

1623 Westheimer
Houston. TX 77006

(713) 529-3609

New hours
effective June 5

10 AM-5:30 PM
Monday-Saturday

S.B. 529--0scar Mauzy

This bill, which was sent to the Governor, May 4, would require apeace officer
or magistrate, whenever they know of a threat to the person or property of a
spouse, to take action necessary to protect the spouse. The Governor must
sign or veto the bill within 10 days.

Equal Rights Amendment

H.B. 648-Ernestine Glossbrenner and others

This bill, which becomes effective as law August 22, 1979, brings the Texas
Probate Code into compliance with the Texas Equal Rights Amendment.

H.B. 52--Ronald C. Bird

This bill would extend the exemption of jury service to all persons having legal
custody of a child under the age of ten. The current law exempts only females in
this circumstance. This bill has passed the House and is under consideration by
the Senate.

Senate Concurrent Resolution 12-- Walter Mengden, Houston
House Concurrent Resolution 22-Clay Smothers, Dallas

HCR 22 is assigned to the House Committee on. Constitutional Amendments.
The Senate Jurisprudence Committee has scheduled public hearings on SCR 12
Tuesday, May 15.' ~

Midwifery

H.B. 635-Hector Uribe

This- bill' would establish a Lay Midwifery Board to: 1) establish qualifications
for lay midwifery training course instructors; 2) issue a training manual; and
3) issue a final examination for a lay midwifery training course. The midwife
would have to me an application, pay a fee and pass the examination to receive
a letter or completion. The bill has passed the House and a third reading is
pending in the Senate. .

Nurses

H.B. 649-Ben Z.. Grant
S.B. 273-H. Tati Santiesbeban

These bills would give the Board of Nurse Examiners more rule making powers.
The house bill has been passed out of committee, but no further action has been
taken. The Senate bill is in the Committee on Calendars, awaiting second .read-
ing.
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Single Mother~
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by Andrea Bowen and Judith Broadhurst

"The best thing a single mother can do .
is to have a lot of friends who will listen
to her problems and help her with baby-
sittinz.onzunnine errands.Zadvised Gloria

Being a mother is no easy task, but the
I that job becomes much more difficult when
stu- you are both "mommy and daddy,"--------.u ...b.-.•••-•.•.~h-.a.-A___..L~t':!.£'II. f....a_~h~~.rO.lln_d tn Qh!u"e,

leader in the community," commented
White.

A church community in the east part
of Houston was the answer to her' immed-
iate problems. It helped alleviate all the
pressures of rearing a child by herself and
allowed her time to go back to school and
obtain a bachelor's degree in theology.

After securing the much needed help
of the church, the young mother and her
son moved back on their own-and White
worked in the administration office at the
University of St. Thomas.

"I sent Troy to private school at St.
Anne's partly because we had been living
in a sheltered environment and also be-
cause the school had an excellent sports
program-my son always loved sports,"
she explained.

Having a male role model is a concern
expressed by several single mothers. The
recreation program at Troy's school
helped give him a male figure, but Moore
worries about Benjamin, one of her twins,
growing up without a man around.

"I seriously am considering looking
into Big Brothers to help with a male in-
fluence. My soon-to-be ex-husband helps
financially with the children, but rarely
calls them or comes to see them. Benja-
.min has no male figure," stated Moore
whQ.works~_s_aI:lJIid~J.Q sJat~t.~.!"e.§~nt!:-
tive Lance Lalor.

Guardiola also feels the need to expose
her infant son to many other people. She

~ also forsees the day when he, too, will
~ .need a male role model.
~ While her son's father has never cast
§ eyes on the baby, Guardiola struggles not
~ to be bitter. "I have tried to keep a posi-
E tive attitude toward my son's father. I
.., never want him or my son to say that I

kept them from seeing each other. I also
hope I never pass my negative feelings
about the father onto my child," she re-
flected.

Zell's ·feelings about the father of her
twins fluctuates from fondness to bitter-
ness though he has not been around to
share either. "I've become more aware of
how other men view themselves as
parents and their relationships with
children. It has become a new test, what
kind of parent would he be? It helps filter
people out of my necessarily limited
social life. The ones who are flexible,
tolerant and able to hang in there are

hospital for several weeks after birth.
Though she had insurance, like many

policies, it did not cover the babies' care
while in the hospital. As a result of the
unanticipated expenses, there still are a-
bout $12,000 in outstanding bills.

"The thing that really makes me angry
is that my credit rating is destroyed. Even
if I could save the money for a down pay-
.ment on a house, Lcould not get the
mortgage approved. Fending oIr bill col-
lectors is a continual struggle," she stated.

When Boone realized she could indeed
pay the mortgage on her home and make
a go of the bicycle shop, she breathed a
sigh of relief. "We do not live extrava-
gantly, but we never have gone hungry."

White was not so fortunate. She can
remember times when she did not have
money for food and had to turn to others
for support. Having and rearing her child
practically alone has meant sacrifices for
the 39-year-old college lecturer.
.. "Only a few times did I work at regu-
lar daily jobs. I would speak and teach at
various schools and organizations. I felt
that my son needed me more than I
needed a permanent career. A balanced
life was important for him," recollected
White who soon will be faced with the fi-
nancial burden of college for her son.

Although these women have gone
through many of the pains of child rear-
ing by themselves, none is completely
opposed to the idea of marriage.

Guardiola however expressed a fear
that. her husband, should she choose to
marry, would not care for her son enough.
"I have my own ideas about disciplining
children and about how a child should be
reared. I do not know if I could have the
man impose his values and discipline on
my son."

She does not see marriage as a solution,
but as a meaningful relationship. "I
would never marry just to give my child a
name. If I ever decide to marry Iwant it
to be because I will be getting a better
way of life." -

When asked if she would ever marry a-
gain, Moore quickly replied, "Oh, yes. I
know that I can live my life alone if I
have to, but there is a great deal to be
said for marriage."

Zell, even though she adores her young-
sters, does not recommend becoming a
single parent. "It is difficult .. I e~phati-
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Single Mother~
by Andrea Bowen and Judith Broadhurst

Being a mother is no easy task, but the
job becomes much more difficult when
you are both "mommy and daddy,"
when there is no father around to share
the responsibilities and even the rewards
of parenting. Emotional stability and ma- ,
turity are essential to coping with the
single-parent role.

"The' single mother needs to get in
touch with herself. She needs to realize
that she does not have to meet all the
needs of her child or children. Friends or
support groups are most helpful," empha-
sized Bette Graham White, former mayor-
al candidate and mother of a 19-year-old
son.

Mother of seven and owner of a bicy-
cle shop, Joy Boone echoed White's
views. "Any woman married or single or
divorced needs to find her own personal
identity." . /

Getting in touch with her emotions
was difficult for Grace Ramirez Moore,
mother of four children ranging in ages
from IS to 3Yzyears.

"I knew long before my 3Yz-year-old
twins were born that my marriage was
not steady. But, by the time my husband
left, our family size had doubled," Moore
explained.

"I just fell apart emotionally. 1did not
want the-separation, it was all my hus-
band's idea. Realizing that the only way
to make our family work was to take one
day at a time helped me cope better," she
continued.

Moore's separation which is ending in
divorce was like a death to her. "I went
through the whole death process, the
same as I would have if my husband ac-
tually had died. I grieved and mourned,
but I am over that now."

Friends or relatives are another impor-
tant ingredient in making a single moth-
er's role more bearable and even enjoy-
able.

"The best thing a single mother can do .
is to have a lot of friends who will listen
to her problems and help her with baby-
sitting or running errands," advised Gloria
Guardiola, mother of 5-month-old Robert
Alexander.

Guardiola, assistant director of the
Association for the Advancement of
Mexican-Americans, and psychologist
Jeanne Zell, mother of 18-month-old
twins, needed friends' help because they
elected to go through the pregnancies
alone without the children's fathers.

Even though each was somewhat sur-
prised to find out about the pregnancies,
both women were delighted. "When I
found out that I was expecting, I was
happy. I never thought once about ending.
the pregnancy. There was no reason to, I
was older, 37, and felt secure in my life,"
stressed Guardiola, an avid worker for
rights for women and Mexican-Americans.

Zell, equally thrilled to be pregnant.
smiled, "I read and reread The First Nine
Months of Life and other books on in-
fant development, and kept imagining the
baby, stage by stage, growing inside of
me."

A single friend of Zell's volunteered to
be her coach for the LaMaze method of
prepared childbirth. That friend also was
at the hospital with her .when the babies
came two months ahead of schedule, thus
ending Zell's course in prepared childbirth.

"Since 1work and sometimes not regu-
lar hours, I have to depend on friends to
take care of my son. When he is ill, I of-
ten call them to go get some medicine for
'me," Guardiola expressed.

Shrugging off one's pride enough to
ask others for help was extremely hard
for the community-involved White. .

"When my son and I moved to Hous-
ton 13 years ago, I finally admitted I
needed some kind of support and help to
try to learn how to be a mother and a

Kept"tllem from seeing eacli otlier. ratS'o
hope I never pass my negative feelings
about the father onto my child," she re-
flected.

Zell's 'feelings about the father of her
twins fluctuates from fondness to bitter-
ness though he has not been around to
share either. "I've become more aware of
how other men view themselves as
parents and their relationships with
children. It has become a new test, what
kind of parent would he be? It helps filter
people out of my necessarily limited
social life. The ones who are flexible,
tolerant and able to hang in there are
'more my kind of people."

As the mother of seven ranging in ages
from 13 to 23 years, Boone also felt bitter
towards her husband. "I was furious that
he just walked out. I, too, wanted to
duck out of my responsibility, but I just
couldn't walk away from my family."

Pondering her situation, she says, "Ac-
tually, now that I look back on it, my
husband did me a favor. I needed the re-
sponsibility to become a more independ-
ent person."

Boone, like White, recognized the need
for support and assurance by seeking
psychological counseling. Both readily ad-'
mit that the counseling worked wonders
for them and helped improve the family
relationships.

"Through counseling I have established
my own personal identity. I would like to
marry again, but I now know that if I
have to, I can make it on my own with
the children. I know, despite having six
children still at home, that I need my
own personal space. Gradually, the chil-
dren have begun to accept this," contin-
ued Boone. .

In addition to learning their true inner
beings, all of the women, except Guardi-
ola, expressed concern over family fi-
nances.

"I panicked at first. My initial worry
was finances. Although I liked my job, I
knew the salary was small and I felt inse-
cure about the money. My twins early in
life had many ear problems, which helped
mount the doctor and hospital bills,"
stated Moore who finally thinks she is
ready to take the giant step of looking for
a better paying position.

Zell's twins, Katie and Jenny, born
two months early had to remain in the

my son."
She does not see marriage as a solution

but as a meaningful relationship. "i
would never marry just to give my child a
name. If I ever decide to marry I want it
to be because I will be getting a better
way of life." .

When asked if she would ever marry a-
gain, Moore quickly replied, "Oh, yes. I
know that I can live my life alone if I
have to, but there is a great deal to be
said for marriage."

Zell, even though she adores her young-
sters, does not recommend becoming a
single parent. "It is difficult. I emphati-
cally favor the two-parent-in-residence
family with the extended and intentional
families also being important."

The mothers of older children, Boone,
White and Moore, have discovered that
the divorce and being reared by a single
parent have had an effect on the youths.

. "Although my children do not talk
about our situation much, I know that it
bothers them. In 20 years or so I'll be
able to say if our divorce and my raising
them had a good or bad effect," com-
mented Boone.

White and Moore feel that it has made
their offsprings more mature and know-
ledgeable about love relationships.

'''My oldest daughter, Chela, is far
more mature about marriage and children
than I was at her age," Moore said.

If any of these women could tell other
single mothers a bit of advice, it would be
to better their marketable skills.

"If a woman stays in the job market, I
firmly believe that she is more secure in
her marital relationship," Moore contrib-
uted. Women should develop skills and at
least try to work part-time at a job or
volunteer post. Whatever she does, a
woman should not let her whole life re-
volve around her husband.

Moore continued, "All women need to
acknowledge the fact that they may be
spending parts of their lives alone through
either death or divorce." Or choice.

-

.....,

Andrea Bowen is a former reporter for
the Orange Leader and is now a staff
writer at the Houston Westside Reporter.
Judith Broadhurst is a freelance writer.

(Pictured above) Jeanne Zell and her twin
daughters Katy and Jenny.
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George Mello

KPFT·FM
:-

by Dan Bowen

•...~

KPFT is Houston's one-of-a-kind radio
station.

Broadcasting at a frequency of 90.1 FM,
KPFT is the sole non-commercial, listener-
sponsored station in the city. It is one of
five national affiliates of the non-profit
Pacifica Foundation, based in Berkeley',
California and last month KPFT celebrated
its ninth year on the air.

Nestled in the heart of Montrose, the
station has not always enjoyed the com-
placency it does now. KPFT has overcome
major obstacles to fulfill its primary ob-
jective, to be a radio station ofthe people,
zeroing in on all aspects and facets of the
community. Over the years, KPFr has sur-
vived' such incidents as the infamous
bombings of the transmitter in May and
October of 1970, and a three-week em-
ployee strike in the fall of 1971.

People are the spark of KPFT's fire.
The staff with the priceless aid of a hun-
dred volunteers O{SOcombine their efforts
to assure the station's existence, accep-
tance and accessibility. Listeners give
monthly donations to make the station
tick 24 hours a day.

Many of KPFT's on-air personalities,
clerical help, engineers, telephone .opera-
tors, production assistants, and the rest of
the KPFT gamut were all listeners of the
station at one time.

Interim general manager, Margaret
(Margie) Glaser, is one of two women in

the Houston market to be general mana-
ger of a radio station. Glaser initially came
to KPFT around the time of the bombings.
She was a "housewife," volunteered and
started out answering the telephone. The
only requirement for becoming active at
KPFT, she says, is proving a desire to work
in radio. Apart from her managerial role,
Glaser hosts the Jazz Progressions and
Houston/World shows.

News Producer Jenai Rasmussen has
been with KPFT for nine months of her
two-year training grant from the Corpora-
tion for Public Broadcasting. She has been
active in community radio for over five
years and worked with 55 community sta-

While at the National Public Radio Net-
.work (NPR) in Washington, D.C., she
worked on Folk Festival U.S.A. and Jazz
Alive! KPFT currently carries both pro-
grams from NPR.

On KPFT Rasmussen is host of Morn-
ing Magic with Jenai. But, that is just a
fraction of her participation at the station.
She produces the midday and evening
news and presently is submerged in an ori-
entation project for new KPFT volunteers.
Rasmussen related she once thought she
would never return to community radio
after a period of absence.

"But I realized I hadn't gone the full,
cycle," she said. Her return to community
radio was to "give back" what she had
learned. "I was in a learning phase, now I'm
in a knowing phase," she commented.

The orientation program is one of her
ways of doing just that. A system to ex-
plain the radio station to newcomers, a
guide book for the volunteers, and a slide
show are all in the works. "I'm basically
here to promote radio. That's what my
grant is for," she said.

The uniqueness of KPFT -the diverse
programming of on-the-air matter and the
atmosphere of the place itself-is perhaps
the secret of the station's community sup-
port. Listeners support the station, not
advertisers.

"KPFT has the laid-back format," says
Jerome Herbage, a listener for five years.
programming is something you can't find
anywhere else. KPFT relates to me as a
person, not a commodity."

"It's different! What I hear, I don't hear
anywhere else," echoes Scottie Stapleton,
also a listener for five years.

As interim program director, Scott
Cluthe is responsible, in part, for the pro-
grams listeners hear. Cluthe himself lis-
tened before he volunteered five years
later.

Cluthe took a job as a waiter to support
himself while he worked at KPFT. He 'de- ,
cided, "Commercial radio was too open-
ended," but calls KPFT "a real life college
of communication.

"You find your own space at KPFT ...
a timeless feeling," said Cluthe, the host
of Vibrations (Wednesday evening, 10 p.m.)
which features "interviews with those in-
volved in the pursuit of higher conscious-
ness."

Cluthe's programming schedule of mus-
ic, talk, and specials is as varied as the in-
dividuals connected with it.

On the music side there's jazz, bluegrass,
reggae, blues, classical, Latin, country and
western, rock 'n roll, folk and Broadway
musicals. '

The only Houston radio show featuring
Gypsy music is hosted by musician Greg
Harbar on KPFT (Sundays, noon-I p.m.),
Harbar's Gypsy Caravan highlights GypSY
music, live bands and guests. Records
played on the show come from Harbar's
personal library of over 3500 albums.
Harbar is also-creator of 'a group called,
appropriately enough, Gypsies. They re-
cently have returned' from an engagement
aboard a Caribbean cruise ship and play

Two months ago, when asked to host a radio
show, Ed Falk, KPFT's "token conservative"
said, IIAre you kidding me, that liberal station?';
Now, he feels, "Stations like KPFT prevent
corruption."

Rasmussen feels KPFT is "fairly well
along" in comparison to other community
radio stations. "There's a good staff of
people."

, In her opinion, the station needs to
direct some concentration in the areas of
station structure and ascertainment of
community needs. "We need more women
on the air," she stated.

HOUlton Breaktbroqh . - May .1979'

tions across the country, while she served
on the Steering Committee of the Nation-
al Federation of Community Broadcast-
ing (NFCB). NFCB lobbies nationally for
community radio stations.

"Community radio serves broad-based
needs in the community to get voices
heard on a variety of topics," Rasmussen
stressed.
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in Houston clubs and at many political
fundraisers.

Harbar came to the station two years
ago and proposed the program. "When do
you want to go on?" Harbar was asked. ,
That was all it took.

Once someone telephoned Harbar, who
is of Russian and Gypsy descent, to tell
him about the great Gypsy music on KPFT.
"Now I can't go anwhere (that) people
don't ask about the show." •

Meena bait of India had been in Hous-
ton only two weeks before going on the
air at KPFT the first time. Her son was 10
months old. Datt remembers toting baby,
bag and bottle to the studio to do her
Music of India program. Last March 17,
Music of India ceiebrated its third anniver-
sary. Datt now divides her time between
KPFT and working part-time at the day

care center in which her-four-year-old is
enrolled.

She began Music of India due to her
husband's prodding. Community response
was good and now Datt receives letters and
phone calls from her listeners. "People
care a lot. I feel it. I feel very close to the
listeners. Everything they say matters to
me. That's what keeps me going."

Non-music programming is equally
varied. '

The station carries several segments from
NPR such as BBC News Live from Londo
(weekday mornings, 7:45-8:00 a.m.), Op-
tions in Education (Wednesday evenings,
7:30-8:30 p.m.) and the immensely pop-
war All Things Considered (weekdays,
4-5 :30 p.m.) a radio/newsmagazine of
sorts. Pauline Frederick gives a commen-
tary on the week's events as viewed from

Washington (Thursday, 9 a.m.).
Locally, KPFT features a daily news

show, Life on Earth (weekdays, 5:30-6:30
p.m.) and a large variety of interview/talk
shows. Conversations with Sasha (week-
days, 11 a.m.) a program presenting those
from the arts, Embrace the Earth (Tuesday,
7 p.m.) an environmental program, Crea-
tive Connection (Mondays, 7 :30 p.m.) in-
terviews with the esoteric community and
Film Thoughts with Brent Northup (Thurs-
days, 7 p.m.)

Ed Falk jokingly calls himself the "to-
ken conservative" of KPFT and describes
himself as an "anti-smoker, anti-drinker
and anti-gambler." His show on KPFT,
Conservative Issues with Ed Falk (Mon-
days, 6:30-7:30 p.m.) generally spotlights
"conservative, Republican, right-wing peo-
ple" but he has had guests on from the

Harris County Women's Political Caucus
and the Libertarian Party.

Two months ago when Falk was ap-
proached about doing the show, his first
reaction was, "Are you kidding me, that
liberal station?" He said he expected an-
tagonistic call-ins and closed minds. In-
stead, Falk now calls his listeners "fair and
objective. "

Falk feels the station is "very unique
and does a tremendous jobwith the limit-
ed 'funds they have. The community
should support _it more. Stations like
KPFT prevent corruption,"he said. ,',

Conservative issues with Ed Faik is now
"booked seven weeks in advance and the
host, who is regional director of the Con-
servative Caucus of the Gulf Coast of
Texas, reports he receives a healthy num-

\'.;

'" - /

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

6:00 a.m.
, / ..

AI Vaughn
7:00a.m. - t

/ Saturday Sunrise Sunday Sounds,
/,

8:00 a.m. BBC News Live from London -
NPR National News

Kehkeshan
9:00a.m.

Islamic Program

Pauline Fredrick Masterpiece Music of India
Folk Festival Los Angeles International Radio Theatre

10:00 a.m. U.s.A. Philharmonic Concert Hall

Morning Magic
Musical Trot

Berner on Broadway with Liselotte
11 :00 a.m.

with Jenai ,
• Vinyl Drift with

Blue Monday Conversation Houston World Best of Pacifica Steve McVicker /' ,

-
12 noon

Midday News/Spanish News with Ismeal Reyes
/

Gypsies
\

1:00 p.m.
Afternoon Music Break (-..

2:00 p.m. , Mosaico Musical Mosaico Musical

Jazz Progressions I 1-_.
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Blue Monday Conversation Houston World

Folklore y Cultura

Best of Pacifica
Vinyl Drift with
Steve McVicker

12 noon I I I I I I

1 :00 p.m.

Midday News/Spanish News with Ismeal Reyes

Afternoon Music Break

Gypsies

Jazz Progressions

Jazz Alive!, Part I

I3:00 p.m. I > i

I2:00 p.m. I

_~ JL ~I _
I4:00p.m. I

5:00 p.m.

Jazz Alive!, Part II

Mosaico Musical Mosaico Musical

_ I P;ano J m . I

6:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

8:00p.m.

9:00 p.m.

11 :00 p.m.

12' midnight
I

Atzlan

. /' .•..
3rd World Hellenic Hour

- Experience/

Jewish Hour

Taking Care
mazine

Film Thoughts __ of Business Chip and the Chief Chip and the Chief
with Brent

Breakthrough
Berner on the Arts on the Airns ,

ucation
\

Avante Garde
iround Town Bluegrass Express with Scott Sommers
uy Schwartz with Tony Ullrich

Friday Night Live
and Reflection -:-1with F.M. Cargo

Art Gnuvo ,
ion

I Wilde 'n' Stein withcott Ray Hill and Friends
Tony's Blues

-' ....•.
--

"e Sam Dave Alien Wayne --
i Mayer Dallas Mayer Alias Solo Flight Dallas Mayer

, . '~ •.•. t

\
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National Public Radio Presents All Things Considered

Life on Earth-Pacifica's News Service Tells All

Conversation
with Ed Falk

Creative Connection

Crossroads with
Ted Viens

Crystal Egg

Space City Wrapup

Embrace the Earth

Music von Harmonia

Hi Fi Show with
Doug & Gary

Infor

Optio
in Ed

Music
with G

Vibra
with S

Midnight News Update Live from Outer Space
'*' 1,__ -

Wayn

Dalla

L-~----~I~-------~I---10:00 p.m. I

John Renaud's
Metaphysical

3:00 a m I Talk Show. . I I

Dallas Mayer

Art Gnuvo

Dallas Mayer
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pearl school
5116 Coraline 528-6002

summer day camp
ages 5-=11hours 7-6

the two most important things we can give our children are roots and wings

~

hobbit .hole
natural foods store & restaurant

legendary food
fresh bread baked daily

1715 S.·Shepherd
Closed Mondays

527-9094
528-3418

Continued from preceding page

ber of calls from people wanting to be on.
-In- aheaIihy-poiitical balance is Jack

Wood's program,Informazine (Wednesdays,
6:30-7:30 p.m.) highlighting progressive
political issues.

Woods was the recipient of much press
coverage in Harris County during the gen-
eral election in 1976. "To make fun of
phony politicians" he ran for the office
of County Hide Inspector, after finding
the antiquated statute on the books. He
won by 320,000 more v:otes than were
cast for Jimmy Carter in Harris County.
His landslide victory may be attributed to
the fact that he ran unopposed but he still
claims to have pulled "Carter in on his
coattails.

During the Women's Advocate Crisis of
1977, Woods appeared before City Council
and presented them with the horse's ass
trophy for their opposition to the Advo-
cate's office and to its office holder.

Before his KPFT days Wood$ was given
an outlet for his opinion of bureaucrats
and "limousine liberals" on the former all-
news radio station, KLYX.

Woods has been dabbling in politics for
some time. "Today Harris County, tomor-
row the world."

Wild 'n Stein with Ray Hill and Friends,
on KPFT for nearly four years, is the long-
est running gay radio program in the coun-
try. It is the only continuing gay program
in Houston (Sundays, 10 p.m.-midnight).

Host Hill utilizes a magazine type for-
mat on the program. The show provides
listeners with varied segments of interest
such as the Gay World Report and music
of artists like Holly Near and Meg Chris-
tian. Periodically, Hill accepts calls on the
air. "Sometimes we get real live honkies
in the wild," he chuckled:

Back in 1968 Hill met KPFT pioneers
Larry Lee and Don Gardner who told him
of plans for a riew station for the com-
munity. "It sounded strange, but wonder-
ful," Hill remembered.

"In the early days (around 1970) I was
known as the 'stamp man'." Hill acquired
the stamps for KPFT's early mailing list
of about 30 listeners.

Hill serVed a prison sentence from Oc-
tober, 1970, to March, 1975. Upon his re-
lease, he was issued the standard 100 dol-
lar check issued to people leaving the

of June 27, Gay Pride Week.
One of KPFT's newest programs is

Breakthrough on the Air (Fridays, 7-8 pm.).
The show has been in existence for about
five weeks.

"The program is an extension of some
of the articles in Breakthrough newspaper,"
moderator Nancy Lane Fleming said. "I
interview reporters who wrote the articles
and they interview their sources. It is a
call in show so listeners can take part in
the interview."

When asked to host Breakthrough on
the Air, Fleming confesses to being afraid
at first. "You have to be able to think on
your feet and keep people on the subject."
But after the first show, "I was completely
taken. I loved it."

The first show was an interview with
Nikki Van Hightower soon after she was
fired from her talk show on KTRH-Radio.
"The story broke in the Houston Post
that morning so the phones never stopped
ringing. We ran the show into two hours,"
Fleming recalled.

Other shows have dealt with stress,
women attorneys defending rapists, the
police policy of strip search, the situation
of Iranian women under the Islamic regime
and the firing of the all-women's cleaning
crew at the Dow Chemical plant in Brazos-
port after the workers demanded better
working conditions and job benefits.

Previously an occasional listener to
Kl>FT, Fleming now says "I -listen to
everything. KPFT has given me a lot of
direction, something I never got from
commercial radio."

KPFT is truly Houston's one-of-a-kind
radio station. The building, a two-story
hodgepodge of curious no~\S and crannies
and poster-clad walls, usually is bustling
with activity.

"When I look at the people who pass
through our door daily at 419 Lovett
Boulevard, I realize that we are indeed
beginning to reach a broader base of
Houstonians who value and share in the
goals of the listener-sponsored radio sta-
tion," said Cluthe.

As this reporter bid adieu to the station,
a young business man passed through the
door. He was greeted by a scampering
puppy, affectionately known as Petey, and
one of the staffers. The door swung shut
as the visitor announced, "I'd like to vol-
unteer."
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air. "Sometimes we get real live honkies with activity.
in the wild," he chuckled: "When I look at the people who- pass

Back in 1968 Hill met KPFT pioneers through our door daily at 419 Lovett
Larry Lee and Don Gardner who told him Boulevard, I realize that we are indeed
of plans for a riew station for the com- beginning to reach a broader base of
munity. "It sounded strange, but wonder- Houstonians who value and share in the
ful," Hill remembered. goals of the listener-sponsored radio sta-

"In the early days (around 1970) I was tion," said Cluthe.
known as the 'stamp man'." Hill acquired As this reporter bid adieu to the station,
the stamps for KPFT's early mailing list a young business man passed through the
of about 30 listeners. door. He was greeted by a scampering

Hill served a prison sentence from Oc- puppy, affectionately known as Petey, and
tober, 1970, to March, 1975. Upon his re- one of the staffers. The door swung shut
lease, he was issued the standard 100 dol- as the visitor announced, "I'd like to vol-
lar check issued to people leaving the unteer."
'texas Department of Corrections. Hill Happy Birthday, KPFT.
endorsed his to Pacifica. "I gave them the
check the governor gave me to (supposed-
ly) survive the rest of my life," he proud-
lysaid.

Hill is the chair of the national March
on Washington, D.C., planned for Oc-
tober 14 and is coordinator of the Houston
planning committee for the march. He's
the co-founder of the Houston Gay Pol-
itical Caucus, "the largest single block vote
in Harris County," according to Hill.

A special five hour broadcast. of wild
'n Stein is being planned to mark the week

j

1715 S. Shepherd
Closed Mondays

527-9094
528-3418
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THE \lILLAIiE ~HEESE SHOP
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CHEESES
( " GOURMET FOODS

FINE WINES
COOKWARE

MARY ELLEN ALLEN
(713) 527-0398 MONSAT.9-f.

2484 BOLSOVER
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77005

Dan Bowen is Creative Services Director
at KCOH-AM.

,
The KPFT Radio Guide, Listen to a Dif-
ferent Perspective, is a monthly schedule
of programming on the station. It is mailed'
to listeners who subscribe to the station
for $ 5 or more per month. This revenue
is the main source for KPFT's operating
expenditures .. To support KPFT's alter-
native programming, send your subscrip-
tion to 419 Lovett, Houston. 77006.
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KPFf interim general manager MARGIE GLASER on FM-90
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Mapping charts how you learn
•'.
t

I

by Judith Richards

"I'm curious about my abilities, " says
public relations specialist Imelda Dykes.
"I need reassurance that 'Yes, I can
learn.' And not only that, I want to learn
the most effective way. If I learn best
from listening, I don't want to buy a
book on the subject. I'll go to a seminar."
Dykes is considering being "mapped."

Mapping isn't a new therapy of the Me
Decade. It's a way to learn how you learn
best.

"As far as I know, cognitive-style
mapping (CSM) is available commercially
in only one other place ifi the United
States," says Pamela Hamilton, founder
of Learning Unlimited. When Hamilton
set up the business in 1976, she got the
blessings of CSM's developer, midwest
mathematician-educator, Dr. Joseph Hill.
Although his cognitive-style mapping pro-
cess has been used in education for about
25 years, Hamilton was first in the
country to form abusiness based on the
CSM learning theory and measurement
instrument.

"Learning is simply taking in data,"
Hamilton says. "It includes all the ways
we pick up and process information
around us. It goes on all the time, mostly
without our being aware of it. We learn
from a chat with a friend on the phone,
and by reading a billboard message on the
way to work. Ideally, learning is auto-
matic, an osmosis. If the situation is right,
learning is almost effortless."

For most of us, this is rare, she adds.
The situation is almost never completely
right. Often, there is a block in our
learning process. If you work best alone,
and you're supposed to develop a project

~ion as part of a team, you might be
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the first person in a room to comment on
a certain odor?"

From this test, Hamilton uses a simple
scoring system to fill in a chart, your cog-
nitive-style map. The map comprises
several types of information: your
theoretical basis for learning (Do you
learn words and numbers by hearing
them or by seeing them on paper?); your
sensory intake, coordination, and atti-
tudes or values; the cultural determinants
of • your decision-making (Are your
choices more influenced by friends,
family, neither?); and your thinking pat-
terns, or "modalities. of inference."

Hamilton notes that,as part of her
arrangement with Dr. Hill, she has kept
his terminology. So the map reads in a
fairly formidable fashion. For example,
one item, Q(CS) Qualitative/Code Syn- iO
noetics, . translates, "How well do you ~
know yourself?" If you rate low in no. 10 a.
Qualitative Proprioceptive and no. 16
Code Kinesthetic, you'd better not take
tennis lessons. Or at least, Hamilton says,
find a teacher who'll just draw a big circle
on the opposite court and say, "OK, hit
the ball till you get it into the circle."
These two items have to do with your
ability to synthesize physical actions and
coordinate them according to a recom-
mended form.

What the map means is explained in
the feedback session. Looking over your
map, you can tell quickly in which areas
you learn almost automatically, in which
you have adequate receptivity , and In
which you receive little or no information
from your environment. For instance,
some people instinctively categorize when

. they learn something new. Keltner says,
"I found out that I learn by analogy. 1-
say, 'This is like. . .' Now I understand
why I could never remember [okes and
stol:ies.!:_OtheI'-DeODle~le.arn_by_amassing .

\;. '

••c••Ci
PAMELA HAMILTON (second from left), di~ector of Learning Unlimited discusses
the theory of mapping with (1 to r) marketing consultant VICKI KELTNER, EVELYN
COX of Creative Speech Interests and DIANA DILLON, director of Pearl School.

increased her sales after she was mapped.
She used information about her own
learning style to make changes in her
dealings with book dealers and with her
own customers.

A corporate secretary having trouble
. chairing her first committee, requested

that the group be mapped. After the pro-
cess was completed, divisiveness stopped.
The group task was achieved with such
good results that the woman was given
special commendation at the end of the
project.

Being able to work with people who
would have been stumbling blocks before
is definitely an advantage of mapping,
~aY~Ha_milton_~RoILexamDle_::"'she~sav:s.

could present material to them that way
and be much more effective."

Cox agrees that mapping has a real
potential in employee relations. "It's
helpful because it enables you to discover
how to train your employees. If a person
learns better with a written message, it'd
be worth the extra time to write ~t. The
message would stick."

All three principals of Creative Speech
are knowledgeable about communica-
tions, says Cox but they still benefitted
from being mapped. "It was a reinforce-
ment of our understanding of ourselves,"
she says. "One of us has to write things
down. Before, I'd become impatient.
Now I don't. I just accel' .....t~it~.'_' _
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we pick up and process information
around us. It goes on all the time, mostly
without our being aware of it. We learn
from a chat with a friend on the phone,
and by reading a billboard message on the
way to work. Ideally, learning is auto-
matic, an osmosis. If the situation is right,
learning is almost effortless."

For most of us, this is rare, she adds.
The situation is almost never completely
right. Often, there is a block in our
learning process. If you work best alone,
and you're supposed to develop a project
as part of a team, you might be
experiencing a problem with your job.

Hamilton hesitates to' use the word
"problem." She emphasizes that there's no
right or wrong way to learn. Being most
effective is understanding and using the
ways you learn naturally to best advan-
tage in your own situation.

Usually, however, Hamilton asks at the
interview whether, there's a specific prob-
lem-in the classroom, at home, at the
office-that you'd like help in solving.
It might be that you'd want to know .if
your children could benefit from learning
how to take notes. You might find out
that you are predisposed to distractions,
such as noticing the traffic outside your
office window, or the feel of your writ-
ing pen, and want to figure out ways to
deal with that. You might want to deter-
mine if an associate, would perform better
if you gave him or her a reason to do a
particular assignment.

"I wanted, to know if I was an effec-
tive teacher," says marketing consultant
Vicki Keltner. "And I wanted to learn
how to be better. I found out that I learn
best by listening. So that's how I taught.
Now I realize that I have people who
need visuals, and I'm more careful to
write on the blackboard, to pass out
written material, and to not be so both-
ered by all that rustling' paper when the
visual learners do their thing."
r "Testing," or taking the mapping in-
strument is the second part of'.the cogni-
tive-style mapping process. The test is
simple-answering a series of questions
and marking checks on an answer sheet.
Though questions vary, they might in-
clude, "Do you usually have an easy time
putting together puzzles?" or "Are you
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coordinate them according-fo a recom-
mended form.

What the map means is explained in
the feedback session. Looking over your
map, you can tell quickly in which areas
you learn almost automatically, in which
you have adequate receptivity , and In
which you receive little or no information
from your environment. For instance,
some people instinctively categorize when

. they learn something new. Keltner says,
"I found out that I learn .by analogy. I·
say, 'This is like. . .' Now I understand
why I could never remember jokes and
stories." Other people learn by amassing'
example after example. They get meaning
from synthesizing many incidents. Some
people need time to analyze and question
material before they decide about it.
Others prefer to make snap judgments.

For some people, the self-awareness
that came from mapping has helped,
even without an in-depth analysis of their
cognitive style. "I, found out that I'm
super sensitive to sounds," says Diane
Dillon, director of Pearl School. "I just
take them in automatically. I went to
see Superman a couple weeks ago and
went crazy because a baby behind me
cried the whole time. The person I was
with didn't hear it. Absolutely didn't
notice.

"Applied to my everyday work, this
understanding of how I am has helped
me cope. Now I hear all the noises and
can just let go. Now I still register all the
noises, but Iaccept it, and say, 'Oh, that's
just the way it is for me.' And somehow,
it's not so frustrating."

For Evelyn Cox, partner of Creative
Speech, Inc., mapping also cut down on
anxiety, "It has helped me in that I don't
have to worry about some things now,"
she says. "For example, I'm an auditory
learner. When I hear a speech, I don't
have any doubts at all if it's organized or
not. I can tell just by listening. Many
times in the past I'd take notes just be-
cause I thought I should take notes. I
really didn't need to. Now I know it's OK
not to. If I don't understand the lecture,
probably nobody in the room does
either."

Mapping can have practical benefits
to people. One Houston bookstore owner

learning style to make changes in her
dealings with book dealers and with her
own customers.

A corporate secretary having trouble
, chairing her first committee, requested
that the group be mapped. After the pro-
cess was completed, divisiveness stopped.
The group task was achieved with such
good results that the woman was given
special commendation at the end of the
project.

Being able to work with people who
would have been stumbling blocks before
is definitely an advantage of mapping,
says Hamilton. "For example," she says,
"mapping showed me that an associate
who had often been late or no-show for
appointments had a completely different
sense of time from mine. So, based on
this understanding, we negotiated a way
to handle our mutual schedules that
worked."

Mapping has been valuable in work
with high school students. Hamilton uses
it with individuals to conquer learning
problems and with groups to prepare for
college entrance exams. One young client
had gotten scores back several times be-
fore she enrolled in the ACT-SAT Study
Program. After preparing for the test
according to her own learning style, she
scored high enough to get into the school
she wanted to go to.

Another young girl' was bright but
having trouble with eighth-grade math.
Mapping pointed up that her creative,
hip-hop patterns of thinking and poor
auditory skills needed to be handled
before she could get to the content of
her courses. "Hamilton's approach has
been very helpful to Janet," says the
girl's mother, Celia Grigsby. "My daugh-
ter knows now how she reasons and how
she can develop study habits to, com-
pensate for her lack of skill in math."

Several people think that mapping
can be of greatest benefit in the area
of corporate training. Keltner says,
"I think what Hamilton is doing is dyna-
mite, especially applied to training
courses for a company. She says there are
about 3000 different learning styles, but
basically they can be divided into two
categories: visual or audible. If you could
know how people in a group learn, you

Cox agrees that mapping hass:
potential in employee relations. "It's
helpful because it enables you to discover
how to train your employees. If a person
learns better with a written message it'd
be worth the extra time to write it:The
message would stick." .

All three principals of Creative Speech
are knowledgeable about communica-
tions, says Cox but they still benefitted
from being mapped. "It was a reinforce-
ment of our understanding of ourselves,"
she says. "One of us has to write things
down. Before, I'd become impatient.
Now I don't. Ijust accept it."

. Pearl School's Dillon is planning to
.have her entire staff mapped for next
year. "I'm looking forward to that,"
she says. "I'm really curious to see what
it tells us about each other. Then I'll
know which person I can give just verbal
messages to and be sure they get them."

Hamilton uses information gleaned
from mapping to make her own organiza-
tion more efficient. Although she needs
to put notes on paper to remember them,
a fellow worker can get it all verbally.
So she writes the message and reads it to
him. He remembers, and she keeps the
note.

.Several women commented that the
informatio~hey got from mapping was
not new to them, but they benefitted
from having it reinforced in a more
scientific form. "I intuit how people
learn," says Cox. "I have known that
people had different learning styles and
have used that understanding over the
years. But it's much more sophisticated
if you can be mapped.

"I think mapping is really an in-
novative idea," she says. "It has taken
something that's intuitive with many
people and put it into a form so that a
person who's not especially intuitive
can use it to great advantage."

Cognitive-style mapping can offer
women a fresh perspective on how they
learn and new ideas about how to cope
more effectively with the learning styles
of people around them.

Judith Richards is a freelance writer.
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Pa!:!!l~gals
A new legal specialty has emerged during
the seventies-the paralegal, or legal assis-
tant-offering a professional career oppor-
tunity for women. Although it has grown
out of the traditional concept of law
clerk, paralegals are recognized as profes-
sionals by attorneys and clients. Paralegals
are not legal secretaries, although, at this
time, their salaries are about equal.

Because the paralegal position is so
new, there is no clear-cut definition of job
duties, according to Lee Kooistra, director
of Texas Paralegal School in Houston.
"Paralegals are able to do many of the
tasks traditionally done by an attorney and
accept greater responsibilities than a secre-
tary or clerk," she said.

Paralegals are coming into their own
because of increased demands placed on
lawyers, Kooistra said. Legal services, once
a right for only the elite and well-to-do,
are now available to all groups in society.
"More and more people seeking legal coun-
sel put an attorney in a position of need-
ing assistance," Kooistra added.

But soaring costs have put legal services
out of reach of the poor and lower socio-
economic groups. Norma Stewart of the
Houston Legal Assistants Association
(HLAA) said attorneys are recognizing
that paralegals can perform services for
their clients at a'Iower cost.

The State Bar of Texas reports, 'The use
of legal assistants is not only desirable but
in the future will become essential to the
furnishing of competent legal services at a
price which clients can afford to pay,"

"Paralegals can enable attorneys to take
on different types of cases, and add to
tlierr Clientele ,"TooiSfra added.

Paralegals work in all areas of the law:
corporate, family practice, estate adrnin-
istration,civil and criminal litigation, pro-
bate, taxes, copyrights and trademarks,
real.estate.and labor.

-#".: •.•

her boss put her through Texas Paralegal
School and promoted her with "a substan-
tial increase in salary."

"Before I had to run after him like a
puppy dog to get him to answer questions.
Now when I say Ineed to talk to him, we
go into his office or mine and he pays at-
tention," Landers said.

"When you become a paralegal, you
move up.from being a clerk or secretary,"
Theresa Emmitt added. You are thought
of as a professional and have more respon-
sibility. You have to make decisions on
your own. You are expected todo your
own thinking and organizing."

Anderson and Stewart believe that
paralegals working for small firms are given
the greatest amount of responsibility. In
large firms duties are more. clerical and
paralegals are 'gophers,' getting coffee
and typing,"Anderson said.

But paralegals Emmitt and Brook Dold
do not agree. Emmitt works with four

. other paralegals and 30 attorneys in the
patent and copyright division of Arnold,
White and Durkee. She was a legal clerk
in the firm for six months prior to' her .
present position.

"My duties include gathering required
information and documents for persons
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and went to work for firms which handled
collections. Neither firm would delegate
responsibility and the women became
frustrated and left.

"I was tied to the typewriter. I wasn't
trained to be a legal secretary. I would like
to have gotten into the law books and
gone to the' courthouse," explained
Gonzalez. She changed careers and now
works as an aide to U.S. Representative
Mickey Leland. .

Like professionals in other fields, para-
legals are forming groups to provide soli-
darity and support among members and to

·educate others about the paralegal career.
·Within 'the last six months, a group of lo-
cal paralegals has formed the Houston Le-
gal Assistants Association, which now has
about 100 members, according to Dold,
corresponding secretary. The Houston
·organization has not yet affiliated with the
state or national associations.

There are' three paralegal schools in
Houston which are approved by the Texas
Education Agency to train legal assistants.
Each school's curriculum has courses in
law theory, as well as in special areas of
law-real estate, family law, torts, wills and
trusts. The schools prepare general practice
paralegals, although most graduates get
into specialized areas of law on the job.

Each school offers a -different type of
training program. Students attend Texas
Paralegal School for nine months, com-
pleting 720 hours of classes. Kooistra
said it is a strenuous program: "The work
load is equal to taking 20 hours of college
credit a semester." Students may partici-
pate in an optional intern program, work-
ing on actual cases for attorneys.

The Southwestern Paralegal Institute
offers a three-month program, according
to Janet Covington, director, while Hous-
ton Community College offers a two-year

1__ course ieading to an Assocjate ofApy'lied
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(HLAA) said attorneys are recogmzmg
that paralegals can perform services for
their clients at a lower cost.

The State Bar of Texas reports, 'The use
of legal assistants is riot only desirable but
in the future will become essential to the
furnishing of competent legal services at a
price which clients can afford to pay,"

"Paralegals can enable attorneys to take
on different types of cases, and add totlierr -Cl1entele,"To()lslra added. ~

Paralegals work in all areas of the law: !
corporate, family practice, estate admin- ~
istration, civil and criminal litigation, pro- ~
bate, taxes, copyrights and trademarks, ::
real estate and labor. '<, • 0(

. The job poten!ial in Houston is .great, i
with over 8000 licensed attorneys in the
area, according to John Sharp, coordinator
of the legal assistants program at Houston
Community College.

Although Houston has a large number
of attorneys, many of them need to be
educated regarding the use of paralegals.
"The attorneys have a need they do not
know how to fill," Kooistra said. "They
are carrying a heavy load. We want to edu-
cate them to use paralegals to fill this
need. Paralegals can lighten their load."

While paralegals are not considered
legal secretaries, their salary range has not
yet surpassed that of the secretaries. Ac-
cording to Stewart, coordinator of the,
HLAA job bank, large law firms are hiring
beginning paralegals at $850 per month.
Texas Paralegal School graduates start at
$1100 to $1200 a month, Kooistra said.

A beginning legal secretary also starts
at $850 a month, according to Mariella
Testa, past chairperson of the employment
committee of the Houston Association of
Legal Secretaries. "A very qualified legal
secretary will start at $1200 to $1400 a
month, plus paid parking if she works
downtown," she explained.

Although many legal secretaries, such
as Testa, look at paralegals as "glorified
secretaries with a special title," the para-
legals consider themselves on a profession-
al level with the attorneys. Often they
have secretaries of their own.--- Connie Landers said herposition in the
office changed after she became a para-
legal. She 'formerly was a secretary before

~

..•)

Soaring costs have put legal services out, of
reach of the eoor andIower socio-~onomic
groups. Paralegals can perform services for
clients at a .lower cost.

The main difference between a' legal
secretary and a paralegal lies in the per-
formance. of duties and the amount of
responsibility on the job. Legal assistants,
like attorneys, work under a legal code of
ethics because they work directly with
clients.

"I feel the responsibility very heavily,"
Donna Anderson; a paralegal student said,
"/\ person could go to prison because a
brief Iprepared failed."

A paralegal assumes as much responsi-
bility as she can handle, Landers said. "I
interview clients, file divorce petitions, do
research, draft documents, prepare inven-
tories and workmen's compensation claims,
handle probate and maintain the booksfor
six corporations," she explained. Her boss
had not taken probate cases or kept cor-
porate books before she became a para-
legal. He- added these services to his prac-
tice because she is now able to do the work.

wishing to obtain patents in foreign coun-
tries and investigating the tax structures
of the countries so the clients can fulfill
their tax obligations properly," Emmitt
'explained.

Dold works in the area of municipal
financing and water districts for Vinson &
Elkins, the second largest law firm in the
country. She has been at her present posi-
tion for six years.

"I consider myself a professional," Dold
said. "I work independently of my boss on
a day-to-day basis and have had a growth
of responsibilities each month since I have
been here." She handles all the administra-
tive duties of the water districts her boss
represents e , "My job never gets boring,"
she said.

Occasionally paralegals find themselves
in jobs where they are not treated profes-
sionally. Sheila Boydstun and Edith
Gonzalez both attended paralegal school

par ••.•.,giUS, annougn most graauates --ger--
into specialized areas of law on the job.

Each school offers a -different type of
training program. Students attend Texas
Paralegal School for nine months, com-
pleting 720 hours of classes. Kooistra
said it is a strenuous program: "The work
load is equal to taking 20 hours of college
credit a semester." Students may partici-
pate in an optional intern program, work-
ing on actual cases for attorneys.

The Southwestern Paralegal Institute
offers a three-month program, according
to Janet Covington, director, while Hous-
ton Community College offers a two-year

~ course leading to an Associate of Applied
Science Degree in Legal Assistant Tech-
nology. Sophomore students work 20
hours a week in a lawyer's 'office as part
of a cooperative program, coordinator
John Sharp said.

Not all paralegals have attended special
schools, however. Paralegals at Harris
County Child Welfare (HCCW) have re-
ceived training while on the job as case
workers and moved into legal work, said
Judy Hay, community. relations director.

Dold, who has a college degree, said she
has also received her paralegal training on

. the job. "There is no training school for
the work I do," she said. "My job does not
require paralegal school and what I have
learned here will easily transfer to anoth-
er position."

Paralegals come from a variety of back-
grounds, whether they have attended para-
legal school or received on-the-job train-
ing. Most have baccalaureate degrees; some
have advanced degrees. Some cannot find
jobs in their major fields; others are
switching careers. Many are former legal
secretaries. Some paralegals have ambi-
tions to attend law school at a later time;
others say they plan to make paralegal
work a career.

With the rapid population and corpor-
ate growth occurring in the Houston area

. and a corresponding need for additional
legal services, it is inevitable that the de-
mand for paralegals will grow.

Hildegard Warner is a UH journalism
student and an intern, at Breakthrough.
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Editor, Hjldegard Warner

The National Women's Studies Association will hold its first national conference at the
University of Kansas in Lawrence, May 30 to June 3. Over 1500 feminist educators from
throughout the country and abroad are expected to attend. -

, The conference program has been shaped by contributors from the 12 geographical
regions and special caucuses of the association, representing the interests of Third World
women, lesbians, students, staff, teachers and community activists. Over ,100 sessions
will be offered. Among the 500 presenters will be Meg Christian, Liz Farley, Shere Rite
Florence Howe, Audre Lorde,Elaine Reuben, Catherine Stimpson and Sheila Tobias.

Room and board (double occupancy) is available in the University of Kansas dormi-
tories for $70 for four nights (Wednesday through Sunday), or $35 for Friday and
Saturday nights. For more information and registraU:Jn, contact Nanette Bruckner,
Associate Professor, Women's Studies, University of Houston, Clear Lake City, 488-9370
or 337-2306. -,

Women & Their Work, a group of Austin artists, is assembling a slide registry of women
in the visual arts in Texas to serve as it source for a proposed book, state-wide exhibition
and a slide-tape presentation. These projects will include a representative selection of
works in all media, and will/be the first comprehensive exhibition of Texas women
artists. Women artists residing in Texas and working in any visual medium may submit
entries. The deadline is 'J~ne 15. For detailed information write Women & Their Work,
P.O. Box 4775, Austin, Tx 78751, or call 512-477-1064.

Two state-wide anti-nuclear rallies are planned for Saturday, June 2 at 2 p.m. One will
be held at the Comache Peak Nuclear Power Project near Glen Rose (Dallas area) and
the other will be at the site of the nuclear power plant under construction in Bay City
(Houston area). These demonstrations are sponsored by Lone Star Alliance, a coalition
organization of five Texas anti-nuclear groups. Speakers will include national political
figures and local community leaders. They will demand a moratorium on the operation
and construction of nuclear power plants and will call for a ban on the storage of
nuclear wastes in Texas. For information on the June 2 events, call Mockingbird Alli-
ance, the Houston anti-nuclear group at 523-3018 or 666-5468.

A new slide program, "Poverty: A Test for Texans," is now available from the League
of Women Voters in Houston. The slides dispel the popu1ar myth that all Texans are
rich and that all areas of the state are booming. Who the poor-are, where they live, poor
children and what the state of Texas is doing about poverty/are depicted. Groups wish-
ing to view or borrow the slide program may contact the League office, 529-3171,
weekdays, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

The U.S. Office-of Consumer Affairs and Howard University are co-sponsoring a Low-
Income Consumer Conference, May 3l-June 1, at the Marriott Twin Bridges Hotel,
Arlington, Virginia. Conference theme is The Low-Income Consumer: New Solutions
to Old Problems. The $30 registration fee includes May 31 and June 1 luncheons and a
May 31 reception. To register, a check or money order made out to Howard University-
CERM, should be sent to Herbert Simmons, Jr., Department of Consumer Education

.....••.•..--~--

The Harris County Women's Political Caucus is holding a Bloody Mary Brunch to
.raise money to send Sharon Macha, a caucus member and national steering commit-
tee member to the committee's meeting in Washington, D. C. It will be held at the
home of Beatrice Mladenka-Fowler,704 Bayland, on Sunday, June 3, from II a.m.

\~

SMU's 17th Annual Managment Seminar for Women Executives will be held May 31
and June 1. It is designed to give practical information to the specific concerns of ,
businesswomen seriously committed to a career. For registration information, write

'; ,to the Office of the Dean, SMU School of Continuing Education, SMU Box 275,
',tDallas, TX 75275.

'\ The Beverly Cook Dance Company will present a concert of
. \ ". ••••••.". five dances on Saturday, June 9 at St. John's School. There

, '\,...., will be a premiere in the concert, a collaboration between
• 'i;, .; -'Beverly Cook and Houston flutist Diane Barton. The pieces

to be performed include Jarrett Suite, Noctilucent, Rope-
walk, and The Last Dance. Performance time will be 8 p.m.
For ticket reservations call 528-2585.

Dance critic Jill Johnston and dancer/choreographer
Deborah Hay will participate in Messages: Spontaneous
Dialog Between Jill Johnston and Deborah Hay. The event
is sponsored by the Houston Women's Art Caucus and will
take place in the KPFT courtyard on Saturday, May 26 at
7 p.m. ' ~'

Johnston was dance critic for the Village Voice from
1960-1970 and is the author of Marmalade Me, Lesbian
Nation, and Gullibles Travels. ' "

Hay performed and choreographed works in New York
with the Judson Dance Theatre, Merce Cunningham Co.
and independently

Johnston and Hay will also perform in two Austin events.
The Laguna Gloria Art Museum and Women & Their Work will co-sponsor a per-

formance featuring Johnston reading from her new books, dancer Hay, and musicians
Bill Jeffers and Phil James on Thursday, May 24. Spontaneous dialogue between Hay and
Johnston concerning their lives and their work will be part of the event. The per-
formance will be at Austin's Laguna Gloria Amphitheatre, 7:30 p.m. ($3 admission).

The following evening at 8 p.m. Women & Their Work and the Austin Women's
Center will co-sponsor an evening with Johnston and Hay on Friday, at the Austin
Women's Center Patio. The dance artists will discuss their new books, the influence of
the political forces of the 60's and 70's, on their lives and work, reflections on dance,
literature and art criticism. There is a $2 admission.

"-'>

The Houston Center for Displaced Homemakers will offer its next workshop May 28
to June 22. This free workshop is from 1 to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday at the cen-
ter office on the University of Houston Central Campus. The program includes assessing
skills and strengths, handling finances, interviewing skills and job hunting, and referral
to support services. Women between the ages of 35 and 64 who are widowed, divorced
or separated, and have worked without pay as a homemaker for several years are eli-
gible. For additional information call the center at 749-3755 or 749~7253.

The Houston Center for Displaced Homemakers will offer a mini-series at the Blue Tri-
angle YWCA 3005 McGowen, May 21 to 24, from 6 t09 p.m. To register, call 749-3755
or 749-7253.



"

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has rescheduled its public hearings on police prac-'
tices in Houston for Thesday and Wednesday, June 12-13. The hearing site and agenda
will be announced at a later time. The, heapngs are a part of the commission's extended
on-site study of police practices as they impact civil rights. It is examining those police
policies and practices which encourage or discourage misconduct and complaint recon-
ciliation, following allegations made to them by victims of police misconduct, including
verbal abuse and unwarranted use of deadly force. Many of these complaints have
come from the minority communities. ~

( ance, the Houston anti-nuclear group at 523-3018 or 666-5468.

yer

A new slide program, "Poverty: A Test for Texans," is now available from the League
of Women Voters in Houston. The slides dispel the popular myth that all Texans are
rich and that all areas of the state are booming. Who the poor-are, where they live, poor
children and what the state of Texas is doing about poverty are depicted. Groups wish-
ing to view or borrow the slide program may contact the League office, 529-3171,
weekdays, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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The U.S. Office of, Consumer Affairs and Howard University are co-sponsoring a Low-
Income Consumer Conference, May 3l-June 1, at the Marriott Twin Bridges Hotel,
Arlington, Virginia, Conference theme is The Low-Income Consumer: New Solutions
to Old Problems. The $30 registration fee includes May 31 and June 1 luncheons and a
May 31 reception. To register, a check or money order made out to Howard University-
CERM, should be sent to Herbert Simmons, Jr., Department of Consumer Education
and Resource Management, School of Human Ecology, HO'lYardUniversity, 2400 6th
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001, by May 15.

icer)
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Phosphene, Houston's newest literary magazine is sponsoring a poetry contest-dead-
line June 1. Cash prizes will be offered and the winners will be published in Phos-
phene's next issue. The first prize winner will receive $50, second prize, $30and third
prize, $20. Send all submissions to: Phosphene Publishing Company, P. O. Box 66842
Fairview Station, Houston; TX 77019.

Houston area NOW chapters are planning the following activities in May and June:
May 15. Consciousness raising group.formation meeting, 4600 Main, 7:30 p.m.
May 20. Montrose/Southwest NOW pot-luck supper, 5:30-7:30 p.m., 1803 Fairview.
Call 522-4468. y

May 31. Film, "A W0tpan's Place," First Unitarian Church, 5210 Fannin at
7: 30 p.m. Donations will be taken.
June 5. Women & Power ~irst Tuesday discussions, First Unitarian Church, Speaker-'
Mary Ross Taylor, owner Qf The Bookstore and a registered agent of TACO (Texas
Arts Cultural Organization) on Judy Chicago's The Dinner Party. Wine and cheese, .
7 p.m. Lecture at 7:30 p.m. '

June 7. Women's Employment Forum: Sexual Harassment on the Job, 2525 San Jacinto.
Call 659-1800.
June 8-10. NOW Regional Conference, Denver. (Braniff, $79 round trip).0,
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The National Council 'of Negro Women is sponsoring a free immunization program for
children on Saturday afternoons. The program is funded through a half million dollar
federal grant and is aimed primarily at children of working parents Who cannot go to
doctors or city health clinics during the week. The free immunizations are given from
il,to 3 p.m., Saturdays at 4905 San Jacinto, on an appointment basis. Parents may call
523-3316 for an appointment.

The Houston Center for Displaced Homemakers will offer its next workshop May 28
to June 22. This free workshop is from 1 to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday at the cen-
ter office on the University of Houston Central Campus. The program includes assessing
skills and strengths, handling finances, interviewing skills and job hunting, and referral
to support services. Women between the ages of 35 and 64 who are widowed, divorced
or separated, and have worked without pay as a homemaker for several years are eli-
gible. For additional information call the center at 749-3755 or 749~7253.

The Houston Center for Displaced Homemakers will offer a mini-series at the Blue Tri-
angle YWCA 3005 McGowen, May 21 to 24, from 6 to 9 p.m. To register, call 749-3755
or 749-7253.

MOVING?

DON'T FORGET TO TAKE BREAKTHROUGH WITH YOU! ••
When you plan to move, let us know six weeks in advance, so that Breakthrough will
get there with you. This will also lower our postage costs. The post office charges us
25 cents each time they notify us of your change of address. Each year this costs us
almost $200. Please help us put this money to better use.

To insure prompt service include your address label along with your new address.

Just jot your new address below. Attach your current address label in the space pro-
vided and send it to: Breakthrough, P.O. Box 88072, Houston, TX 77004.

ATTACH
BREAKTHROUGH

LABEL HERE

Name -Address

City State Zip Code

TO SUBSCRIBE: Mail this form with your payment and check the appropriate box.
f .

o New Subscription 0 Renewal oGift

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 1 year, $7; 2 years, $13; 3 yeats, $18. (Add $3 per year
for postage outside the U.S. and its possessions and Canada.

"'-SINGLE COpy PRICE AND BACK ISSUES: $1.00. Payment must accompany all
single or back copy orders. and all subscription orders.
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TOM BASS
COMMISSIONER

PRECINCT 1

..•
May 2, 1979

To: Friends of the ERA

For some time I have felt that I have done what I could to encourage the pass-
age of the ERA. After all, I had helped secure its passage in Texas while a mem-
ber of the State Legislature. Recently, I have reached the conclusion that there
is an additional step that I can take. '

Effective immediately, no employee of Harris County Precinct 1 [l.e. those in-
dividuals who are directly under my authority) will be funded with county
funds to attend any meetings (conventions, seminars, etc.) in any location in
which the state concerned has not ratified the ERA. In addition, the state offi-
cials, city officials, and sponsors of the/meeting shall be so notified.

While this action in itself is minimal, it will serve as a reminder and might en-
courage other local officials and organizations to adopt a similar policy.

Sincerely,

~L
Tom Bass

Montrose Office * 1521 Sui Ross * Houston, Texas 77006 * 713-221-6116

The Peden YWCA and the Mental Health Association are co-sponsoring a series of
Wednesday evening discussions designed to help parents work and play with their
children more effectively and more enjoyably. Topics will include: May 16, Teaching
your child to' be more responsible; May 23, Discipline is not a four-letter word; May 30,
Parents have stresses too. The discussions will be from 7:30 to 9 p.m. at the Peden
YWCA, 11209 Clematis. There is a $3 charge per session. For more information, call
the YWCA at 723-4752.

KAY GARDNER

WOMEN IN ACTION'S
WIRES

WOMEN'S
INFORMATION
REFERRAL &

EXCHANGE SERVICE
r

527-0718
an information center to serve all women

As a member of the Women's Rights Co-
ordinating Council, the women of OFF
THE WALL PRODUCTIONS are present-
ing an evening of musical entertainment
to benefit the Houston Shelter for Abused
Women. Appearing will be flutists Kay
Gardner (left) and Mojo. Also appearing
will be Houston dulcimer player, Sharon
Lauder. Mark June 16 on your calendar
and either call 524-0342 or 522-8881 or
send your name and address to Off the
Wall Productions, P.O'. Box 13042, Hou-
ston, TX 77019, to receive your invitation.

You are invited to view Some portraits of Ouisie's friends, an exhibition of photographs
by Janice Rubin, on display at Ouisie's Table and Storeside, 1708, Sunset Blvd.,
through June 2.

Artesanos Mexicanos, a major exhibition of the work of three Mexican folk artists will
be displayed at the Houston Public Library downtown during the' months of June and
July. Works include papier-mache by Pedro Linares, embroidery by Sabina Sanchez and
wood-carving by Manuel Jiminez. The exhibit is co-sponsored by the Houston Bellas
Artes and the Learning Library Program of the Houston Public Library.

The pet population crisis is producing millions of unwanted cats and dogs every year.
13.5 million will be killed in shelters this year because there aren't enough homes for
them. Only 23 out of 200 of those taken to shelters will find homes-the rest are de-

. stroyed, but believe it or not, they are the lucky ones. They die quickly and painlessly.
It is the abandoned animal who suffers. .

Every day, well-meaning people dump pets along roadsides', in new subdivisions and
even in trash cans. They think somehow their pet will fend for itself until some kind-
hearted soul takes it in and it lives happily ever after. In reality, the animal is sentenced
to a slow and agonizing death. It will die of starvation, exposure, disease or under the
wheels of a speeding car. It will live out its life in fear and agony.

Abandonment is not only horribly cruel, it is also against the law. If you are con-
sidering giving up your pet, please don't abandon it. Take it to a local shelter where it
will at least have a chance for adoption. If you have a pet, have it spayed or neutered- .
you don't want to be responsible for one of your pet's offspring ending up like thousands
that are abandoned. For spay and neuterinformation call Citizens for Animal Protection
at 871-1221 or 871-1228. Prevent cruelty-"Fix" your pet today.

Be Kind to Animals Week is May 6-12. ~ .••.•. •..•.•.• .ICI..~ :;;
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them. Only 23 out of 200 of those taken ~to shelters will find homes=-the rest are de-
stroyed, but believe it or not, they are the lucky ones. They die quickly and painlessly.
It is the abandoned animal who suffers. '

Every day, well-meaning people dump pets. along roadsides', in new subdivisions and
even in trash cans. They think somehow their pet will fend for itself until some kind-
hearted soul takes it in and it lives happily ever after. In reality, the animal is sentenced
to a slow and agonizing death. It will die of starvation, exposure, disease or under the
wheels of a speeding car. It will live out its life in fear and agony. ~

Abandonment is not only horribly cruel, it is also against the law. If you are con-
sidering giving up your pet, please don't abandon it. Take it to a local shelter where it
will at least have a chance for adoption. If you have a pet, have it spayed or neutered-
you don't want to be responsible for one of your pet's offspring ending up like thousands
that are abandoned. For spay and neuter information call Citizens for Animal Protection
at 871-1221 or 871-1228. Prevent cruelty-"Fix" your pet today,
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Tom Bass

Announces
the arrival of

Haitian Folk Art

including Ironcutouts,
Primitive Furniture, and Basketry.

,Collected during
Robert Hawkins' recent trip

to Haiti . .'

Open Mon. thru Sat. 10-5

Montrose Office * 1521 Sui Ross * Houston, Texas 77006 * 713-221-6116

The Peden YWCA and the Mental Health Association are co-sponsoring a series of
Wednesday evening discussions designed to help parents work and play with their
children more effectively and more enjoyably. Topics will include: May 16, Teaching
your child to be more responsible; May 23, Discipline is not a four-lettejJword; May 30,
Parents have stresses too. The discussions will be from 7:30 to 9 p.ni. at the Peden
YWCA, 11209 Clematis. There is a $3 charge per session. For more information, call
the YWCA at 723-4752.

The Houston Commuaity
~ollege System

NETWORK INFORMATION

Information for the Network column
should be typed, double-spaced, on one
side of the page,' and sent to Hildegard
Warner, Houston Breakthrough, P. O.
Box 88072,' Houston, TX 77004. We
regret we cannot take information over
the phone. Announcements of events that
are free and open to the public are pub-
lished free of charge. Be' sure to send
information early. -

4) .:;;f_",'C':i':"'··'':; ,..Mlly.tl-979

-.
Keeping pace
~ith Houston

THAT'S RIGHT! We're keeping pace with Houston by providing-:

• 19 locations serving you close to home
• Day. evening, and weekend classes
• Academic associate degrees transferable to four-year institutions
• 59 occupational/technical training programs in health," business; sales, management,

and marketing; public service; and industrial education
• Adult and Continuing Education classes to learn a new skill or just to satisfy your

latest whim.-

For more information call 869-5986

Houston
Community
College
System

Equal Opportunity

Summer Registration
"

Late Registration
May 24-25
May 28-29

.J!o~~n Breakthrough ,(\ 26
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Burnout: Practical Approaches to this Human Service Dilemma, is a two-day workshop
to be held in Dallas, Texas, June 4-6. Sponsored by Human Service Consultants of
DeKalb, Ill., the workshop will focus on burnout at the client, staff and organizational
levels. The workshop is designed for human service professionals and managers/admin-
istrators of treatment or social service agencies. Administrators concerned about staff
turnover and employee satisfaction will learn how to assess their organization's burn-
out potential, and individuals will assess their own job satisfaction and identify
strategies to prevent or recover from burnout. For additional information contact:
Workshop Coordinator A.C.T.S. Unlimited, Inc., P. O. Box 242, Glencoe, IlL 60022,
(312) 835-5040. .

classified ads
Breakthrough is the largest women's newspaper in Texas. Get your message to our
network of readers through the Breakthrough classifieds. Rates are 30 cents a word.
Enclose your check with copy as you want it to appear. Mail to: Breakthrough Classi-
fieds, P. O. Box 88072, Houston, TX 77004.

SPANISH-Achieve fast fluency in the beautiful colonial hill town of San Miguel
Allende, Mexico. The world-renowned ACADEMIA HISPANO AMERICANA offers a
completely integrated program of instruction in Spanish Language and Latin American
studies. Open to students-on all levels, year round; with individual programs of study
for advanced students. Also private jnstruction. Academia Hispano Americana, San
Miguel de Allende, M:e~ico. '

Night manager heeded for shelter for victims of domestic violence. Should have manage-
ment skills and awareness of problems of women and children in crisis. Forty hours per
week. $8000 per year. Send resume to Houston Area Women's Center, P.O. Box 20186,
Room E435, Houston, 77025.

Excellent opportunity for someone who wants job with future. Patio furniture store
needs intelligent business-oriented person. Must be neat, well groomed, self-motivating,
have a nice disposition and enjoy meeting Houston's nicest people. Pay will be above
average and will be based on sales experience and ability to handle responsibility and
to learn new things rapidly. Superior benefits. Apply in person, 9-6, Monday-Saturday,
2707 Chimney Rock.

Radio time sales position now open at KODA/KODA-FM. Applicants must be very ex-
perienced in broadcast sales. Contact Sales Manager, Taft Broadcasting Corporation,
622-1010, 4808 San Felipe Road, Houston, 77056. Qualified handicapped persons, dis-
abled veterans and Vietnam Era veterans invited to apply. An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Woman looking for entry-level computer programming job. Call Julie, 528-4479, if you'
have information about possible positions.

Women's Music-Discover the Difference ... Music for making love, revolutions, or just
merry. Written. enzineered :Inri clistrihntp.cI hv wnmp.n fnT, 'Ulnm,"-n----A:v-"-'l~hl•. in YnllQtnn

Sometimes just becoming a
woman is an act of courage_
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average and will be based on sales experience and ability to handle responsibility and
to learn new things rapidly. Superior benefits. Apply in person, 9-6, Monday-Saturday,
2707 Chimney Rock.

·Radio time sales position now open at KODA/KODA-FM. Applicants must be very ex-
perienced in broadcast sales. Contact Sales Manager, Taft Broadcasting Corporation,
622-1010, 4808 San Felipe Road, Houston, 77056. Qualified handicapped persons, dis-
abled veterans and Vietnam Era veterans invited .to apply; An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Woman looking for entry-level computer programming job. Call Julie, 528-4479, if you'
have information about possible positions.

Women's Music-Discover the Difference ... Music for making love, revolutions, or just
merry. Written, engineered and distrlbuted by women for women. Available in Houston
at The Bookstore, Wilde 'N' Stein, Cactus Records, and B.D. & Daughter. Take an album
home for a test spin from the new Women's Music Rental Library at B.D. & Daughter
(1623 Westheimer, 529-3'609).

'Christine Delmas, B.S.N., M.P.H;, J.D. and Larry Delmas, B.A., J.D. announce the
opening of the law office of Delmas & Delmas, general practice of law. Evenings/Saturdays .
by appointment. 19206·Eastex Freeway No. 109, Humble, Texas. Phone: 446-8148.

Care~r options for teachers. For infor~ation and registration call 465-1381 or 524-6785
evenings. ..
Carole's Mobile Tune-up Service & Repairs, done at your residence, 868-6952.

A Global Women's Forum, a one-day active participation workshop for women of all
ages and 'all walks of life, willbe Saturday, May 19: at the Institute of Cultural Affairs,

· 4207 Chartres St., 9 a.mlto 4: 30 p.m. Learn from other women who have coped with
the same challenges you are facing daily, identify real issues and build a practical plan
for effectively dealing with future concerns and, challenges, and see the world and
women's role in the total picture. A $20 registration fee is payable on the day of the
forum.
IMAGINE! ADRIENNE RICH REVIEWING SUSAN GRIFFIN, ANDREA DWORKIN
REVIEWING RITA MAE BROWN, GLORIA STEINEM REVIEWING ROBIN MOR- .
GAN; finally, feminists review feminists. This, and more, happens in the New Women's
Times Feminist Review, a regular supplement to the national New Women ~ Times, from
the hometown of Susan B. Anthony, founded in 1975. Subscriptions, $1O/yearincludes
24 issues of the newspaper and 6 issues of the Review supplement. Back issues of the
Review are available for. $1.50. New Women's Times, 1357 Monroe Ave. HB, Rochester,
N.Y. 14618.

• The 1979 Index/Directory of Women ~ Media is now available from the Women's Insti-
tute for Freedom of the Press (WIFP). The Directory lists hundreds of women's peri-
odicals, presses and publishers, news services, columns, radio and TV programs and
women's media collectives and companies in film, video and cable, music, art/graphics/
theater, and multi-media. Also included are lists of courses on media and women, speak-
ers bureaus, women writers' groups, women's public relations companies, authors' agents
specializing in women, plus information about products made and distributed by wom-
en and professional organizations. The names and addresses of over '800 media and
media-concerned women are listed alphabetically and cross-indexed. An annotated in-
dex of women's media research and activities in over 100 categories is also included. .

The Index/Directory is available by sending $8 to Women's Institute for Freedom'
of the Press, 3306 Ross Place, Washington, D.C. 20008, (202) 966-7783.
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If you feel you have received different
treatment in any aspect of housing

because of your race, sex, national origin
or religion, contact the City of Houston's

Fair Housing Division at 222-5411.
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